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LOCAL WHITTAKER-NEWFORMS FOR GSp(4) MATCHING TO
LANGLANDS PARAMETERS
TAKEO OKAZAKI
Dedicated to Professor Tomoyoshi Ibukiyama on his 70th birthday
Abstract. We extend the local newform theory of B. Roberts and R. Schmidt for
generic, irreducible, admissible representations of PGSp(4) to that for GSp(4). The
newform matches to the Langlands parameter.
1. Introduction
Let F be a non-archimedean local field of characteristic 0 and residue characteristic
p. Let WDF be the Weil-Deligne group. Let φ : WDF → GSp(4,C) be a L-parameter.
The local Langlands correspondence for GSp(4) showed by W. T. Gan and S. Takeda
[G-T] says that, if φ is tempered, the L-packet of φ contains a unique generic, irreducible,
admissible representation π whose L- and ε-factors defined by F. Shahidi [Sh] coincide
with those of φ respectively. In the context of noncommutative class field theory, and
Shimura type conjectures, for example, Yoshida-Brumer-Kramer conjecture [Y], [B-K] on
Abelian surfaces (see also [O-Y] for Siegel threefold varieties), it is natural to quest which
vector in π possesses the L- and ε-factors of φ, and by which subgroup the vector is fixed.
For the generic GL(d)-case, the answer can be found in the series of the works of H.
Jacquet, I. I. Piatetski-Shapiro, J. A. Shalika, and the subsequent works of S. Kondo, S.
Yasuda [K-Y], N. Matrigne [Ma], and M. Miyauchi [Mi]. For the generic PGSp(4)-case,
the answer was provided by B. Roberts and R. Schmidt [R-S] for nondiscrete L-parameters
(they provided also for some non-generic cases). The ‘paramodular group’ corresponding
to the L-parameter is the fixing subgroup. After these works, in this paper, we will provide
the following answer for the generic GSp(4)-case. Let O be the ring of integers of F and
P = ̟O be its maximal ideal with a fixed generator ̟. Let q = |O/P| = |̟|−1. Let
−1
−1
1
1
(1.1)
be the defining matrix for GSp(4). We fix a continuous homomorphism ψ : F → C1 such
that ψ(O) = 1 but ψ(P−1) 6= 1. Let π be a generic, irreducible, admissible representation
of GSp(4, F ), and Wψ(π) denote the representation space of consisting of (Whittaker)
functions W such that
W (

1 −x ∗ ∗
1 y ∗
1 x
1
 g) = ψ(y + x)W (g).
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Let ωπ be the central character of π, and e its (order of) conductor. For an integer m ≥ 2e,
we define K(m; e) to be the subgroup of all k ∈ GSp(4, F ) such that det(k) ∈ O× and
k ∈

O O O P−l
P l O O O
P l O O O
Pm P l P l O
 ,
where l = m − e. Define K1(m; e) = {k ∈ K(m; e) | k44 ∈ 1 + P
e}. We call these open
compact subgroups the quasi-paramodular groups of level m. They are contained in the
paramodular groupK(m−e) of level m−e. In case of e = 0, they coincide withK(m). We
callK1(m; e)-invariant Whittaker functions quasi-paramodular forms of level m, including
the case of e = 0. Let V (m) ⊂ Wψ(π) denote the subspace consisting of quasi-paramodular
forms of level m. Observe that if W ∈ V (m), then π(k)W = ωπ(k44)W for k ∈ K(m; e).
Although K1(m+1; e) 6⊂ K1(m; e), there exists an inclusion map V (m) →֒ V (m+1). The
minimal integer m such that V (m) 6= {0} is called the minimal level of π, and denoted
by mπ.
Main Theorem . Let π be a generic, irreducible, admissible representation of GSp(4, F )
with L-parameter φπ. Write ε(s, φπ, ψ) = επq
−nπ(s−
1
2
). Then, mπ = nπ, and V (mπ) is
one-dimensional. There exists a unique W in V (mπ) such that
∫
F×
W (

t
t
1
1
)|t|s− 32d×t = L(s, φπ),(1.2)
∫
F×
W (

t
−t
̟nπ
−̟nπ
)ωπ(t)−1|t|s− 32d×t = qeεπL(s, φ∨π),(1.3)
where d×t is the Haar measure such that vol(O×) = 1.
The zeta integral (1.2) coincides with Novodvorsky’s Z(s,W ) ([N]), if W ∈ Wψ(π)
is quasi-paramodular (Proposition 5.1). As well as in the PGSp(4, F )-case, for a tem-
pered representation ofGSp(4, F ), the genericity is equivalent to the quasi-paramodularity
(Theorem 6.10). We now describe our method.
i) We show that if there exists a W ∈ V (m) satisfying the equalities (1.2), and (1.3)
up to a constant multiple, then m = mπ, and V (m) is spanned by this W (Theorem
5.12). Comparing with our functional equation (Theorem 4.3), we find that the
existence of such a W means that mπ equals n
′
π, the analytic conductor, and that
(1.3) with replacing επ by ε
′
π, the analytic root number, holds exactly. Here, the
functional equation is a modified version of Novodovorsky’s [N], and ε′π, n
′
π are defined
by the ε-factor (4.5). See also the remark in p.82 of [R-S]. Following the idea of B.
Roberts and R. Schmidt, we use the P3-representation theory (sect. 3), to prove the
functional equation, and Theorem 5.4 that says a quasi-paramodular form vanishing
at all diagonal matrices is identically zero. Theorem 5.12 comes from Theorem 5.4.
ii) To show the existence of W as in Theorem 5.12, in sect. 6, we analyze Hecke actions
on V (mπ) when π is supercuspidal, or when π is a constituent of the induction of
a supercuspidal representation of the Levi factor of the Klingen parabolic subgroup.
Since the L-function defined by [N] of π equals 1 in this case, the Kirillov models
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corresponding to the quasi-paramodular forms have compact supports (Lemma 6.2).
This causes the analysis simple, and makes possible to determine all values at diagonal
matrices of W ∈ V (mπ) (Theorem 6.1).
iii) For other generic constituents of parabolic inductions, we use the local θ-lift from
GL(2)×GL(2) to GSp(4). It is known by [G-T2] that such constituents are obtained
by the θ-lift. In sect. 7, the desired W is constructed explicitly by the θ-lift.
iv) W. T. Gan and S. Takeda [G-T] showed the Langlands corespondence for GSp(4) by
observing the local θ-lift from GSp(4) to GL(4), and reducing to that for GL(4) due
to M. Harris and R. Taylor [H-T], and G. Henniart [H]. Following this line, in sect.
8, by the θ-lift we construct the newform for GL(4). It matches to φπ, thanks to
the newform theory for GL(d) (sect. 2). Seeing that it is constructed by the above
W ∈ V (mπ), we obtain the coincidences ε
′
π = επ, and n
′
π = nπ.
In the case of e > 0, an elementary argument shows that, if π(k)W = χ(k)W for a
quasi-character χ on a paramodular group, then Z(s,W ) = 0, different from the case
of GL(d). In the case of e > 0, the quasi-paramodular group is not normalized by the
Weyl element m (c.f (4.3)), and therefore V (m) is not decomposed by the Atkin-Lehner
operator defined by m, different from the case of e = 0. We also consider the m-conjugate
of quasi-paramodular forms, which are called coquasi-paramodular forms.
Notation Let F be a non-archimedean local field of characteristic 0, and residue char-
acteristic p. Let O be the ring of integers of F and P = ̟O be its maximal ideal with
a fixed generator ̟. Let P∗ = P \ P2. Let q = |O/P| = |̟|−1. Let o(x) denote
the p-adic order of x ∈ F , and let νs(x) = q
−o(x)s for s ∈ C. Let ψ denote a continuous
homomorphism ψ : F → C1. We sometimes assume that the conductor of ψ is O , i.e.,
ψ(O) = 1 but ψ(P−1) 6= 1. If G is a locally compact totally disconnected group (called an
l-group), then we let Alg(G)(resp. Irr(G)) denote the category of smooth(resp. irreducible
admissible) complex G-modules. Let X (G) denote the subcategory of Irr(G) consisting
of one-dimensional ones. For χ ∈ X (F×), let c(χ) denote the order of the conductor of χ.
If π ∈ Alg(G), then π∨ denotes the contragredient to π. Let L and R denote the left and
right translations of elements in G on itself, respectively: L(g)g′ = g−1g′, R(g)g′ = g′g.
2. Newforms for GL(d)
We review the newform theory for a generic representation of GL(d, F ). We will use
the following notation for elements and subgroups of Gd = GL(d, F ):
N = {n = (nij) | nij = 0 for i > j, nii = 1},
N¯ = {n¯ = the transposition of n ∈ N},
K(m) = {k ∈ Gd(O) | kd1, · · · , kd,d−1 ∈ P
m},
K1(m) = {k ∈ K(m) | kdd ≡ 1 (mod P
m)},
A = {a(t) =
[
t
1d−1
]
| t ∈ F×},
ai = a(̟
i),
wd = the standard longest Weyl element in Gd,
w1,d−1 =
[
1
wd−1
]
.
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In case of r < d, for an element h ∈ Gr, let
h′ =
[
h
1d−r
]
∈ Gd.
For h ∈ Gd and b ∈ Md×d(F ), let
j(h) =
[
−h−1
h
]
, n(b) =
[
1d b
1d
]
, n¯(b) =
[
1d
b 1d
]
∈ SL(2d, F ).
The following identities are basic.
n¯(h) = n(h−1)j(h)n(h−1),(2.1)
Int(n¯(c))n(b) =
[
1d − bc b
cbc 1d + cb
]
.(2.2)
Let Wψ = Ind
Gd
N ψ˜ denote the induced representation consisting of smooth functions W :
Gd → C (called Whittaker functions with respect to ψ) such that L(n)W = ψ˜(n)
−1W for
n ∈ N , where ψ˜ ∈ X (N) is defined by ψ˜(n) =
∏
1≤i≤d−1 ψ(ni,i+1). We denote by Irr
gn(Gd)
the subcategory consisting of π such that HomGd(π,Wψ) 6= {0}. If (π, V ) ∈ Irr
gn(Gd),
then HomGd(π,Wψ) = Cλ for a functional λ, unique up to constant multiples, and we
identify V with Wψ(π) := Im(λ). Let W ∈ Wψ. For a nonnegative integer r ≤ d− 2, let
Zr(s,W ) =
∫∫
W (
[
t
x 1r
]′
)νs−n−1
2
(t)dxd×t
with the integration being over t in F× and x in the column space F r, where the Haar
measures dx and d×t are chosen so that vol(O×) = 1 and vol(Or) = 1 respectively. Let
π ∈ Irrgn(Gd). Let L(s, π) and ε(s, π, ψ) denote the L- and ε-factors respectively defined
in [G-J], which coincide with those of the Rankin-Selberg convolution π × 1 defined in
[J-PS-S3](c.f. sect. 4 of [J-PS-S2]), where 1 indicates the trivial quasi-character of G1 =
F×. By the works of M. Harris and R. Taylor [H-T], and G. Henniart [H], these factors
also coincide with those of the L-parameter φπ : WDF → GL(d,C), respectively. Define
W ı ∈ Wψ−1 by W
ı(g) = W (wd
tg−1w1,d−1). The Gd-module π
ı = {W ı | W ∈ Wψ(π)} is
equivalent to π∨ (c.f. [G-Ka]). The functional equation for π × 1 given in [J-PS-S3] is
Z0(1− s,W
ı)
L(1− s, πı)
= ε(s, π, ψ)
Zd−2(s,W )
L(s, π)
.(2.3)
It holds that ε(s, π, ψ)ε(1− s, πı, ψ−1) = 1. Now fix a ψ with conductor O . We define the
root number επ and conductor nπ by
ε(s, π, ψ) = επq
−nπ(s−
1
2
).
Let V (m) denote the subspace consisting of K1(m)-invariant vectors in Wψ(π). Let
ωπ denote the central character of π, and e = c(ωπ) its (order of) conductor. Since
K(m)/K1(m) ≃ O
×/(1 + Pm),
V (m) = {W ∈ Wψ(π) | π(k)W = ωπ(kdd)W, k ∈ K(m)}.(2.4)
It is obvious that {0} = · · · ⊂ V (e) ⊂ · · · ⊂ V (∞) := ∪mV (m). Observe that V (e− 1) =
{0} in case of e > 0. The smallest integer m such that V (m) 6= {0} is called the minimal
level of π, and denoted by mπ. Then, V (mπ) is one-dimensional, and spanned by a W
such that W (1d) = 1, which is called the newform of π and denoted by Wπ(called the
4
essential vector in their original paper [J-PS-S]). The following identity was showed in
[Ma], [Mi]:
Z0(s,Wπ) = L(s, π).(2.5)
However, by the method of Lemma 4.1.1. of [R-S], Zr(s,W ) are same for all nonnegative
r ≤ d− 2, if W ∈ V (∞) as is showed below.
Proposition 2.1. With notations as above, if W ∈ V (∞), then Z0(s,W ) = Zr(s,W ) for
any 0 ≤ r ≤ d− 2.
Proof. It suffices to show that, for x = t(x1, . . . , xr) 6∈ O
r,
W (
[
t
x 1r
]′
) = 0.(2.6)
Let xl be the last element such that xl 6∈ O . Let xˇl =
t(x1, . . . , xl−1). By the K1(m)-
invariance property,
W (
[
t
x 1r
]′
) = W (
 txˇl 1l−1
xl 1
′).
By (2.1) and the K1(m)-invariance property, this equals
W (
 txˇl 1l−1
1
1 x−1l1l−1
1
 −x−1l1l−1
xl
1 x−1l1l−1
1
′)
= W (
1 x−1l t1l−1 x−1l xˇl
1
 txˇl 1l−1
1
 −x−1l1l−1
xl
′)
= ψ(xl−1x
−1
l )W (
 txˇl 1l−1
1
 −x−1l1l−1
xl
′).
Since xl 6∈ O and ψ(P
−1) 6= 1, there exists a y ∈ O such that ψ(xly) 6= 1. Now (2.6)
follows from Lemma 2.2 below combined with
Int−1(
 txˇl 1l−1
1
 −x−1l1l−1
xl
′)
1l 1 xly
1
′
= Int−1(
 −x−1l1l−1
xl
′)
1l 1 xly
1
′ =
1 −y1l
1
′ ∈ K1(m).

Lemma 2.2. Let G be a group and H,K be subgroups of G. Let ξ : H → C× and
χ : K → C× be homomorphisms. Let f : G → C such that L(h−1)R(k)f = ξ(h)χ(k)f
for h ∈ H, k ∈ K. Let g ∈ G. If there exists an h ∈ H such that Int−1(g)h ∈ K and
ξ(h) 6= χ(Int−1(g)h), then f(g) = 0.
By [K-Y] it was showed that nπ = mπ. Taking into account above results, we obtain
the following characterization for the newforms.
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Theorem 2.3. Let π ∈ Irrgn(Gd). An integer m equals mπ, if and only if there exists a
W ∈ V (m) such that Z0(s,W ) = L(s, π) and W (wdamw1,d−1) 6= 0.
Proof. We show only the if-part. Let W ′ = πı(a−m)W
ı. By (2.3) and Proposition 2.1,
Z0(1− s,W
′)
L(1− s, πı)
= επq
(m−mπ)(s−1/2).
Since W ′ is invariant under the subgroup
{n(x)′ ∈ G′2 | x ∈ O},
and W ′(1)(= W (wdamw1,d−1)) 6= 0 is assumed, by Lemma 2.2, Z0(1 − s,W
′) is a power
series in qs with a nonzero constant term, and so is the left hand side of the above equation
(recall L(s, πı)−1 = L(s, π∨)−1 is a polynomial in q−s with constant term 1.). However,
the right side is a monomial in qs. Hence, both sides are constant, and m = mπ. 
From now on, we concentrate on the argument for the case that d = 2 and the central
character is ramified, which is an archetype for GSp(4), and will be used repeatedly.
Proposition 2.4. Let π ∈ Irrgn(G2). If L(s, π) = 1, then mπ > c(ωπ).
Let e = c(ωπ). In case of e = 0, the assertion is obvious, since an unramified represen-
tation is a principal series representation. Assume e > 0. Let m ≥ e. Consider the Hecke
action T : V (m)→ V (m) defined by
TW :=
∑
x∈O/P
π(n¯(x̟m)a−1)W =
∑
x∈O/P
π(a−1n¯(x̟
m−1))W.(2.7)
Observe that {n¯(x̟m) | x ∈ O/P} is representatives for K1(m)/K1(m)∩Int(a−1)K1(m).
In case of m = mπ > e, we have TWπ = 0 since TWπ is a constant multiple of
π(a−1)
∫
K1(mπ−1)
π(k)Wπdk. But, this argument does not work in case of mπ = e. To
observe K1(e)-invariant vectors in Wψ, we need the following Gauss sum and its partial
sum. Let χ ∈ X (O×) with c(χ) = e > 0. Let 1 ≤ m ≤ e. For u ∈ O×, define
G(χ, u) =
∫
O
ψ
( x
̟eu
)
χ(x)dx,
Sm(χ, u) =
∫
Pm
ψ
( x
̟eu
)
χ(1 + x)dx,
where dx is chosen so that vol(O) = 1. Since P⌈e/2⌉/P e ≃ (1+P⌈e/2⌉)/(1+P e), there is a
continuous homomorphism ψχ : P
⌈e/2⌉ → C1 such that ψχ(x) = χ(1+x). If u ∈ O
×, then
ker(ψ(∗/u̟e)ψχ(∗)) = P
m(u) for some integer m(u) ≤ e. Let nχ = min{m(u) | u ∈ O
×}.
Of course, ⌈e/2⌉ ≤ nχ ≤ e. By definition, m(u) = m(u
′) = nχ, if and only if u ≡ u
′
(mod P e−nχ). So, we can define uχ ∈ O
× uniquely modulo P e−nχ such that m(uχ) = nχ.
Let 1 ≤ m < e and z ∈ P∗m. In case of nχ > max{m, e − m}, there exists an x ∈
Pmax{m,e−m} such that ψ( x
̟e
)ψχ(
zx
̟m
) 6= 1 by definition. In case of nχ ≤ max{m, e−m},
ker(ψ( ∗
̟e
)ψχ(
z∗
̟m
)) = Pmax{m,e−m}, if and only if z ≡ ̟muχ (mod P
min{e,2m}).
Lemma 2.5. If nχ ≤ max{m, e−m}, then, Sm(χ, uχ) 6= 0.
Proof. By definition of uχ,
Snχ(χ, u) =
{
q−nχ if u ≡ uχ (mod P
e−nχ),
0 otherwise.
(2.8)
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If m ≥ e/2, then max{m, e −m} = m ≥ nχ, and the assertion is obvious. Assume that
m < e/2. Then, m ≤ e− nχ. Let 1 ≤ l < n ≤ e− nχ+1, and Y = {y} be representatives
for P l/Pn. Consider the following decompositions:
Sl(χ, u) =
∑
y∈Y
∫
Pn
ψ
(
y + x+ yx
̟eu
)
χ ((1 + y)(1 + x)) dx
=
∑
y∈Y
ψ
( y
̟eu
)
χ(1 + y)
∫
Pn
ψ
(
(1 + y)x
̟eu
)
χ(1 + x)dx
=
∑
y∈Y
ψ
( y
̟eu
)
χ(1 + y)Sn(χ,
u
1 + y
),
and
(0 6=) G(χ, 1) =
∑
z∈(O/P)×
∫
P
ψ
(
z + x
̟e
)
χ(z + x)dx
=
∑
z∈(O/P)×
ψ
( z
̟e
)
χ(z)
∫
P
ψ
( x
̟e
)
χ(1 + z−1x)dx
=
∑
z∈(O/P)×
ψ
( z
̟e
)
χ(z)S1(χ, z
−1).
If u 6≡ uχ (mod P
m), then Sm(χ, u) = 0 by (2.8) and the former decomposition in case
of l = m,n = nχ. Hence by the latter decomposition, S1(χ, z
−1) is not zero for a unique
z ∈ (O/P)× such that z−1 ≡ uχ (mod P). Hence Sm(χ, u) 6= 0 if u ≡ uχ (mod P
m) by
the former decomposition in case of l = 1, n = m. This completes the proof. 
For t ∈ F× and z ∈ F , let
[t; z] =
[
t
z 1
]
∈ G2.(2.9)
Lemma 2.6. With the preceeding assumption, let W ∈ Wψ such that R(k)W = χ(k22)W
for k ∈ K(e).
i) Assume e > 1. Let 0 < m < e, and z ∈ P∗m. We have W ([̟i; z]) = 0 unless
nχ ≤ max{m, e − m}, i = m − e and z ≡ ̟
muχ (mod P
min{e,2m}). In case of
m = i+ e, it holds that, for y ∈ Pm,
W ([̟i; (1 + y)−1̟muχ]) = ψ(
y
̟euχ
)χ(1 + y)W ([̟i;̟muχ])(2.10)
and ∫
P∗m
W ([̟i; z])dz = Sm(χ, uχ)W ([̟
i;̟muχ])
where dz is chosen so that vol(O) = 1.
ii) Assume e = 1. For i ≥ 0, ∫
O×
W ([̟i; z])dz = 0.
Proof. i) (2.10) follows from the identity
n(x)[̟i;̟muχ] = [̟
i;̟muχ −
̟e+mu2χx
1 +̟euχx
]
[
1 +̟euχx
(1 +̟euχx)
−1
]
n
(
̟−ix
1 +̟euχx
)
.
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The last assertion is obvious. For the remained assertion, we will use repeatedly Lemma
2.2, and the identity
Int−1([̟i; z])n(x) =
[
1 +̟−izx ̟−ix
−̟−ixz2 1−̟−izx
]
,(2.11)
which lies in K(e) if x ∈ Pmax{i,i−2m+e}. Suppose that i < m − e. Then m − i − 1 ≥
e, and there is an x ∈ P−1(⊂ Pmax{i,i−2m+e}) such that ψ(x) 6= 1 = χ(1 − ̟−izx).
Hence W ([̟i; z]) = 0. Suppose that i > m − e. Then there is an x ∈ P e−m+i−1(⊂
Pmax{i,i−2m+e}) such that ψ(x) = 1 6= χ(1 − ̟−izx). Hence W ([̟i; z]) = 0. Suppose
that i = m− e. If z 6≡ ̟muχ (mod P
min{e,2m}) or nχ > max{m, e−m}, then there is an
x ∈ Pmax{m−e,−m} such that ψ(x) 6= χ(1−̟−izx), and hence W ([̟i; z]) = 0.
ii) follows from the computation:∫
O×
W (ain¯(z))dz =
∫
O×
W (ain(z
−1)j(z)n(z−1))dz
=
∫
O×
ψ(z−1̟i)W (aij(z))dz
= W (aij(1))
∫
O×
χ(z)−1dz = 0.

Now, we can prove Proposition 2.4. By (2.5), Wπ(1) = 1 and Wπ(ai) = 0 for i 6= 0.
Since dimV (mπ) = 1, there is a constant λ such that TWπ = λWπ. From (2.7), and the
above Lemma, it follows that
λWπ(a1) =Wπ(1).
This is a contradiction. This completes the proof of the proposition.
3. Representations of P3
Let P3 be the subgroup of G3 of matrices of the form of[
g β
1
]
, g ∈ G2.
We need the following notations for subgroups and elements in P3.
N2 = {n2(x) =
1 1 x
1
}, N3 = {n3(x) =
1 x1
1
},
N ′ = {n′(x) =
[
1 x
1
]′
},
Z ′2 = {z
′
2(t) = (t12)
′ | t ∈ F×},
M = N ′N3, M
♭ = N¯ ′N2(≃M).
For ξ ∈ X (F×), let ξψ ∈ X (NA) defined by
ξψ(a(t)n) = ξ(t)ψ(n2,3), n ∈ N.
For ρ ∈ Irr(G2), let ρ
′ denote the representation of P3 sending elements g
′n ∈ G′2N2N3 to
ρ(g), whose representation space is same as ρ. Every irreducible smooth representation
of P3 is isomorphic to
τ0 := ind
P3
N ψ˜, τ1(ξ) := ind
P3
NAξψ or τ2(ρ) := ρ
′,
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where ind indicates the compact induction. For χ ∈ X (F×), and b ∈ F×, let ηb(χ) ∈
X (MZ ′2), σb(χ) ∈ X (M
♭A), and σ0(χ) ∈ X (N¯
′Z ′2) defined by
ηb(χ)(z
′
2(t)m) = χ(t)ψ(bm1,2), m ∈M
σb(χ)(a(t)m) = χ(t)ψ(bm2,3), m ∈M
♭
σ0(χ)(z
′
2(t)n) = χ(t), n ∈ N¯
′.
For an l-group G, we say a distribution D on G left (resp. right) quasi-invariant with
χ ∈ X (G), if χ(g)D equals D ◦ L(g) (resp. D ◦ R(g)) for all g ∈ G. By the proof of
Proposition 1.18 of [B-Z] (taking the family of neighborhoods of 1 in ker(χ)), the space of
quasi-invariant distributions is one-dimensional. Indeed, there is a constant c such that
D(ϕ) = c
∫
G
ϕ(g)χ(g)−1dg for ϕ ∈ S (G), where dg is a left (resp. right) Haar measure
on G. Following propositions are verified by Bruhat’s distributional technique for induced
representations (c.f. section 5 of [W]).
Proposition 3.1. With the above notation,
i) The space HomMZ′2(τ0, ηb(χ)) is spanned by the nontrivial functional µ
b
χ : τ0 → C
defined by
µbχ(f) =
∫
F×
χ−1(t)f(z′2(t)a(b))d
×t.
ii) For any ξ ∈ X (F×), HomMZ′2(τ1(ξ), ηb(χ)) = {0}.
iii) Let ρ ∈ Irr(G2). Then,
HomMZ′2(τ2(ρ), ηb(χ)) =
{
Cµb2( 6= {0}) if χ = ωρ, and ρ ∈ Irr
gn(G2),
{0} otherwise,
where µb2 : τ2(ρ)→ C is defined by µ
b
2(f) = f(a(b)).
Proof. It suffices to show for the case of the conductor of ψ is O and b = 1. i) Let
ϕ ∈ S (P3). Define fϕ ∈ τ0 by
fϕ(p) =
∫
N
ψ˜(n)−1ϕ(np)dn.(3.1)
We claim that the linear mapping S (P3) ∋ ϕ 7→ fϕ ∈ τ0 is surjective. Let f ∈ τ0. We
will use the following compact subgroups:
Γ(m) = {k ∈ G2(O) | k ≡ 12 (mod P
m)} ⊂ G2,
Υ(m) = {p ∈ P3(O) | p ≡ 13 (mod P
m)} ⊂ P3.
Take m so that f is right Υ(m)-invariant. By the Iwasawa decomposition of G2, we have
P3 =
⊔
l∈Z2 N̟
lG2(O)
′. Hence, by a finite subset T of representatives for G2(O)/Γ(m),
we have
P3 =
⊔
l∈Z2,t∈T
N̟lt′Υ(m).(3.2)
Let ϕlt ∈ S (P3) be the characteristic function of the compact orbit N(O)̟
lt′Υ(m). The
function fϕlt vanishes outside ofN̟
lt′Υ(m), and takes a constant value clt onN(O)̟
lt′Υ(m).
Any Υ(m)-invariant f ′ ∈ τ0 with supp(f
′) = N̟lt′Υ(m) is a constant multiple of fϕlt . In
particular, f ′(ωlt′) = 0 if clt = 0. Therefore, for the Υ(m)-invariant f ∈ τ0, setting
ϕ =
∑
(clt)
−1f(̟lt′)ϕlt
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with the sum (finite since f ∈ τ0) being over l ∈ Z
2 and t ∈ T such that clt 6= 0, we have
f(̟lt′) = fϕ(̟
lt′) for all l ∈ Z2, t ∈ T. By the disjoint union (3.2), f = fϕ. This proves
the claim. Let µ ∈ HomMZ′2(τ0, ηb(χ)) correspond to the distribution Dµ on P3 defined by
Dµ(ϕ) = µ(fϕ).
Since S (P3) ∋ ϕ 7→ fϕ ∈ τ0 is surjective, the linear mapping µ 7→ Dµ to the space of
distributions on P3 is injective. By definition, if D = Dµ, then
D ◦R(h) = η1(χ)(h)D (h ∈MZ
′
2),(3.3)
D ◦ L(n) = ψ˜(n)−1D (n ∈ N).(3.4)
Now we observe the support of Dµ in the sense of 1.10 of [B-Z]. Take representatives for
the double coset space N\P3/MZ
′
2, for example, {a(s) | s ∈ F
×} ⊔ {a(s)w′2 | s ∈ F
×}.
Let ϕs,m ∈ S (P3) be the characteristic function of a(s)Υ(m). For k ∈ Υ(m),
L(n′(x))ϕs,m(a(s)k) = ϕs,m(n
′(−x)a(s)k)
= ϕs,m(a(s)Int(n
′(−sx))kn′(−sx))
= R(n′(−sx))ϕs,m(a(s)Int(n
′(−sx))k).
If s 6= 1, then we may take a sufficiently large m so that there exists an x ∈ F such that
ψ((1− s)x) 6= 1 and Int(n′(sx))Υ(m) ⊂ Υ(m), and therefore, by (3.3), (3.4),
ψ(−x)D(ϕs,m) = D(L(n
′(x))(ϕs,m))
= D(R(n′(−sx))(ϕs,m))
= ψ(−sx)D(ϕs,m).
Hence D(ϕs,m) = 0 and a(s) 6∈ supp(D), unless s = 1. Similarly, one can see that a(s)w
′
2 6∈
supp(D) by using the identity a(s)w′2n3(x) = n2(sx)a(s)w
′
2. Therefore, supp(D) ⊂ NZ
′
2.
By the exact sequence in 1.9 of loc. cit., we may regard D as a distribution on the closed
subgroup NZ ′2 of P3 such that D ◦ L(n)R(z
′
2(t)) = χ(t)ψ˜(n)
−1D. Since N ∩ Z ′2 = {1},
and Z ′2 ≃ F
×, S (NZ ′2) ≃ S (N) ⊗ S (F
×). Therefore, such a D lies in the space
HomN×F×(S (N) ⊗S (F
×),Cψ˜−1 ⊗ Cχ) where Cψ˜−1 and Cχ indicate the representation
spaces of ψ˜−1 and χ respectively. Since the spaces of quasi-invariant distributions onN,F×
are one-dimensional, so is HomN×F×(S (N)⊗S (F
×),Cψ˜−1 ⊗Cχ) which is isomorphic to
HomN
(
S (N),Cψ˜−1 ⊗ HomF×(S (F
×),Cχ)
)
≃ HomN(S (N),Cψ˜−1).
Hence, HomMZ′2(τ0, η1(χ)) is 1-dimensional at most. By (3.2) we can define the right
Υ(c(χ))-invariant fχ ∈ τ0 by
fχ(n̟
lg′) =
{
ψ˜(n) if l = (0, 0) and ng′ ∈ NΥ(c(χ)),
0 otherwise.
Obviously µ1χ(fχ) 6= 0, and µ
1
χ spans HomMZ′2(τ0, η1(χ)).
ii) Similar to i). Replace the condition (3.4) with
D ◦ L(h) = η1(χ)(h)
−1D (h ∈ NA).
By using this condition, (3.3), and representatives for NA\P3/MZ
′
2, say {13, w
′
2}, one can
see that the supports of corresponding distributions are emptysets.
iii) follows from the fact that HomG2(ρ,Wψ) ≃ HomN(⊂G2)(ρ, ψ˜) is one-dimensional, if ρ
is generic. 
The following proposition is proved similarly (c.f. Lemma 2.5.4., 2.5.5., 2.5.6. of [R-S]).
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Proposition 3.2. i) The space HomAM♭(τ0, σb(χ)) is spanned by the nontrivial func-
tional λbχ : τ0 → C defined by
λbχ(f) =
∫
F×
∫
N¯ ′
χ−1(t)ν−1(t)f(a(t)nz
′
2(b))dnd
×t.(3.5)
ii) Let χ, ξ ∈ X (F×). Then,
HomAM♭(τ1(ξ), σb(χ)) =
{
Cλb1 6= {0} if ξ = ν1χ,
{0} otherwise,
where λb1 : τ1(ξ)→ C is defined by
λb1(f) =
∫
N¯ ′
f(nz′2(b))dn.
iii) For any ρ ∈ Irr(G2), HomAM♭(τ2(ρ), σb(χ)) = {0}.
Since both of τ2(ξ ◦ det) and σ0(χ) are one-dimensional, the following is obvious.
Proposition 3.3. Let χ, ξ ∈ X (F×). Then,
HomZ′2N¯ ′(τ2(ξ ◦ det), σ0(χ)) =
{
Cµ′2 6= {0} if χ = ξ
2,
{0} otherwise,
where µ′2 : τ2(ξ ◦ det)→ C is the nontrivial functional defined by µ
′
2(f) = f(13).
4. Representations of Whittaker types
Let G = GSp(4, F ). Subgroups of G will be written in capital boldface. The center of
G is isomorphic to F×, and we identify them. Let Q◦ ⊂ G be the subgroup consisting of
matrices of the form of 
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
a b x
c d y
1
 .
The Klingen parabolic subgroup Q is generated by Q◦ and F×. The Jacobi subgroup of
Q consists of the above matrices such that ad− bc = 1, and its center is
ZJ = {z(x) =

1 x
1
1
1
 | x ∈ F}.
Let pr : Q◦ → P3 be the projection sending the above matrices in Q
◦ toa b xc d y
1
 .
Then, pr is a homomorphism with ker(pr) = ZJ , and thus Q◦/ZJ ≃ P3. We will argue
about the representations of P3 and Q
◦. In [R-S], they use the projection sending q = zq0
with z ∈ F×, q0 ∈ Q
◦ to pr(q0), and relate the representations of P3 to those of Q/F
×. By
using pr, many of their arguments for the representations of PGSp(4) also work for those
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of G having unramified central characters. The following subgroups of Q◦ correspond to
those of P3 in the previous section.
G′2 = {g
′ =
det(g) g
1
 | g ∈ G2},N′ = {n′(x) =

1
1 x
1
1
 | x ∈ F},
N2 = {n2(x) =

1 −x
1
1 x
1
 | x ∈ F},N3 = {n3(x) =

1 x
1 x
1
1
 | x ∈ F},
N = N′N2N3Z
J .
Define ψ˜ ∈ X (N) by ψ˜(n2(x)n
′(y)n3(∗)z(∗)) = ψ(x+ y). Define Wψ = Ind
G
Nψ˜, Irr
gn(G)
and Wψ(π) for π ∈ Irr(G), similar to the Gd-case. Let W ∈ Wψ. Via pr, and the
embedding
G2 ∋ h 7→ h
♮ :=
[
w2
th−1w2
h
]
∈ G,(4.1)
we define the function on P3 and that on G2 by
fW (p) =W (pr
−1(p)), ξW (h) = W (h
♮).(4.2)
They are called the first and second gauge of W , respectively. Note that fW is well-
defined since W is left ZJ -invariant. For the torus subgroups, we will use the following
notations:
T = {t(x, y; z) = diag(xz, yz, y−1, x−1) | x, y, z ∈ F×},
T1 = {t1(x) = t(x, 1; 1) | x ∈ F
×},
A′ = {a′(z) = t(1, 1; z) | z ∈ F×}.
In particular,
aij = t(̟
i, 1;̟j), η = t1(̟
−1), aj = a
′(̟j).
The following Weyl elements are important to our arguments.
j′(x) =

1
−x−1
x
1
 , j′′m =

−̟−m
1
1
̟m
 ,
m =

1
−1
̟m
−̟m
 ,(4.3)
where x ∈ F×, m ∈ Z. For an admissible (π, V ) ∈ Alg(G), let V (ZJ ) denote the C-
subspace spanned by v−π(z)v, v ∈ V, z ∈ ZJ . Let VZJ = V/V (Z
J). Via the isomorphism
Q◦/ZJ ≃ P3, we may regard VZJ as a smooth P3-module. We denote also by pr the
projection V → VZJ . Following to [J-PS-S3], we refer to an admissible π ∈ Alg(G) of
finite length such that dimCHomN(π, ψ˜) = 1, as a representation of Whittaker type.
By the proof of Lemma 2.5.2, Theorem 2.5.3 of [R-S],
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Theorem 4.1 ([R-S]). With notations as above, if π is of Whittaker type, then the P3-
module VZJ has a finite Jordan-Ho¨lder sequence of smooth P3-modules 0 ⊂ V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂
· · · ⊂ Vn = VZJ such that V0 ≃ τ0 and, for some I ≤ n− 1,
Vi+1/Vi ≃
{
τ1(ξi), ξi ∈ X (F
×) (i ≤ I),
τ2(ρi), ρi ∈ Irr(G2) (i > I).
We have VZJ = V0, if and only if π is supercuspidal.
Proposition 4.2. Fix ψ and b ∈ F×. Let (π, V ) be of Whittaker type. Except for finitely
many χ ∈ X (F×), the space of functionals µ : π → C such that
µ(π (t1(t)n
′(x)n3(∗)z(∗)) v) = ψ(bx)χ(t)µ(v),
and the space of functionals λ : π → C such that
λ(π (a′(t)n¯′(∗)n2(x)z(∗)) v) = ψ(bx)χ(t)λ(v)
are both one-dimensional.
Proof. Note that pr(T1N
′N3Z
J) = MZ ′2 ⊂ P3, and the character t1(t)n
′(x)n3(∗)z(∗) 7→
ψ(bx)χ(t) corresponds to ηb(χ) defined in previous section. By Theorem 4.1, Vi+1/Vi ≃
τj(σi) for some σi ∈ Irr(Gj) for j ∈ {1, 2}. Therefore, the following sequence is exact:
HomMZ′2(τj(σi), ηb(χ))→ HomMZ′2(Vi+1, ηb(χ))→ HomMZ′2(Vi, ηb(χ))→ 0.(4.4)
By Proposition 3.1, dimCHomMZ′2(V0, ηb(χ)) = 1, and HomMZ′2(τj(σi), ηb(χ)) = {0} for all
i except for finitely many χ ∈ X (F×). By (4.4) and induction, dimCHomMZ′2(V1, ηb(χ)) =
· · · = dimCHomMZ′2(Vn, ηb(χ)) = dimCHomMZ′2(VZJ , ηb(χ)) = 1 except for finitely many
χ ∈ X (F×). This proves the assertion for the space of µ. For λ, use Proposition 3.2. 
For π ∈ Irr(G), let πı = π ⊗ (ω−1π ◦ µ), which is equivalent to π
∨ by Proposition 2.3 of
[T], where µ indicates the similitude factor. For W ∈ Wψ, define W
ı ∈ Wψ by
W ı(g) = ωπ(µ(g))
−1W (g),
and the zeta integrals:
Ξ(s,W ) =
∫
F×
W (a′(t))νs− 3
2
(t)d×t,
Z(s,W ) = Ξ(s,
∫
N¯′
π(n)Wdn),
where d×t and dn is chosen so that vol(O×) = 1 and vol(N¯′(O)) = 1 respectively. Now,
let π ∈ Irrgn(G). Fix ψ. For W ∈ Wψ(π), Z(s,W ) converges absolutely to an element
in C(q−s) if s ∈ C lies in some right half complex plane, and the C-vector subspace
I(π) ⊂ C(q−s) spanned by all Z(s,W ) is a fractional ideal of the principal ideal domain
C[q±s] := C[qs, q−s]. Therefore, I(π) admits a generator of the form P (q−s)−1 with
P (X) ∈ C[X ] such that P (0) = 1. Set L(s, π) = P (q−s)−1. From Proposition 4.2, we
obtain the following functional equation by the standard argument (c.f. [R-S], [J-PS-S3]).
We omit the proof.
Theorem 4.3. Let π ∈ Irrgn(G). There exists a monomial ε(s, π, ψ) in q−s such that
Z(1− s, πı(0)W
ı)
L(1− s, πı)
= ε(s, π, ψ)
Z(s,W )
L(s, π)
for any W ∈ Wψ(π). It holds that ε(s, π, ψ)ε(1− s, π
ı, ψ) = 1.
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For ψ with conductor O , define the analytic root number ε′π and conductor n
′
π ∈ Z by
ε(s, π, ψ) = ε′πq
−n′π(s−
1
2
).(4.5)
5. Quasi-paramodular forms
In this and next section, we fix a ψ with conductor O . Let π ∈ Irrgn(G). Let ωπ be the
central character of π, and e = c(wπ). For m ≥ 2e, define the quasi-paramodular groups
K(m; e),K1(m; e) as in introduction. Define K
c(m; e) = Int(m)K(m; e) and K
c
1(m; e) =
{k ∈ Kc(m; e) | k33 ∈ 1 + P
e}. Explicitly, Kc(m; e) consists of k ∈ G such that det(k) ∈
O
× and
k ∈

O O P−e P−m
P l O O P−e
Pm P e O O
P
m
P
m
P
l
O
 .
In case of e = 0, these open compact subgroups coincide with the paramodular group
K(m), as well as the quasi-paramodular groups. Let V (m) denote the space of quasi-
paramodular forms of level m in Wψ(π). For each W ∈ V (m), define the conjugate W
c
by
W c = πı(m)W
ı ∈ Wψ(π
ı).
Observe that πı(k)W c = ωπ(k33)
−1W c for k ∈ Kc(m; e). The image of V (m) by c is
denoted by V c(m). In case of e = 0, V (m) = V c(m), and we have a decomposition
V (m) = V (m)+ ⊕ V (m)−,(5.1)
where V (m)± = {W ∈ V (m) | π(m)W = ±W}. In case of e > 0, V (m) 6= V
c(m), and we
call Kc1(m; e)-invariant Whittaker functions in Wψ coquasi-paramodular forms of level
m. We call K1(m; e)-invariant Whittaker functions quasi-paramodular forms of level m
including the case of e = 0. But, whenever we call Kc1(m; e)-invariant Whittaker functions
coquasi-paramodular forms, we assume e > 0. The proof for the existence of nontrivial
quasi-paramodular forms (and thus that of coquasi-ones) for the case of e > 0 is easier
than that by [R-S] for the case of e = 0. As in Theorem 4.4.1 of loc. cit., one can show
that there is a quasi-Kl(Pn)-invariant W ∈ Wψ(π) such that W (1) 6= 0, for a sufficiently
large n. Obviously ∫
K(n;e)/Kl(Pn)
ωπ(k44)
−1π(k)Wdk ∈ V (n)
is not zero at 1. Quasi- and coquasi-paramodular forms have the following fine property.
Proposition 5.1. Let W ∈ Wψ. If W is N3(P
−r)-invariant, then
Z(s,W ) = Ξ
(
s,
∫
N¯′(Pr)
π(n)Wdn
)
.
In particular, Z(s,W ) = q−rΞ(s,W ), if W is N¯′(Pr)-invariant additionally.
Proof. Let f = fW be the first gauge ofW (c.f. (4.2)). Then, f is rightN3(P
−r)-invaraint,
and
Z(s,W ) =
∫
F×
∫
F
f(a(t)n¯′(x))νs−3/2(t)dxd
×t.
For x 6∈ Pr, f(a(t)n¯′(x)) = 0 is verified similar to Proposition 2.1. Hence the assertion.

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We call N3(P
−r) and N¯′(Pr)-invariant Whittaker functions r-balanced. If W is
quasi-paramodular, then
Z(s,W ) = Ξ(s,W ), Z(s,W c) = q−eΞ(s,W c).(5.2)
Additionally if π ∈ Irrgn(G) and W ∈ Wψ(π), the functional equation is simplified to
q−e
Ξ(1− s,W c)
L(1− s, πı)
= ε′πq
(m−n′π)(s−1/2)
Ξ(s,W )
L(s, π)
.(5.3)
In case of e > 0, we will show that other balanced forms are obtained from quasi-
paramodular forms and coquasi-ones of level m by the linear operators Γr,Γ
ı
r defined
by
Γr : W 7→
∫
̟rCe
π(n¯(z))Wdz, Γır : W 7→
∫
̟rBl
π(n¯(z))Wdz,(5.4)
where l = m− e, and
Ca = {
[
x
y x
]
| x ∈ O , y ∈ Pa},Ba = {
[
x y
x
]
| x ∈ O , y ∈ P−a}, a ∈ Z.(5.5)
Lemma 5.2. With notations as above,
i) If W is quasi-paramodular of level m, then Γr(W ) is 0-balanced, and π(0)Γr(W ) is
(−r)-balanced for r ≥ max{m− 2e, e}.
ii) IfW is coquasi-paramodular of levelm, then Γır(W ) is (r−l)-balanced, and π
ı(0)Γ
ı
r(W )
is (−r)-balanced for any r ∈ Z.
Proof. i) The assertion for r = l is obvious, since ΓlW is a constant multiple of W .
It suffices to show that Γr(W ) is N¯
′(O), N¯3(P
r),N3(O) and Z
J(P−r)-invariant. The
N¯′(O), N¯3(P
r)-invariance property is obvious. We will show theN3(O),Z
J(P−r)-invariance
property by induction. We also use identities (2.2), and
Int(A♮)n¯(C) = n¯(w2
tAw2CA).(5.6)
Let H♮ = {A♮ | A ∈ H} be the subgroup of K1(m; e), where
H =
[
O× O
P l 1 + P e
]
⊂ G2.
If A ∈ H , then the mapping C 7→ w2
tAw2CA induces a translation in the quotient of
modules ̟rCe/̟
r+1Ce. Therefore, if Γr+1(W ) is invariant under H
♮, then so is Γr(W ).
Therefore Γr(W ) is H
♮-invariant. Now the N3(O),Z
J(P−r)-invariance property follows
from (2.2), induction hypothesis and the calculation
BC =
[
ax+ by bx
ay ax
]
∈
[
Pr + P e O
P
r+e
P
r
]
⊂
[
P e O
P l O
]
,
CBC =
[
ax2 + bxy bx2
by2 + 2axy ax2 + bxy
]
∈
[
Pr+e Pr
Pr+2e + P2r+e Pr+e
]
⊂
[
Pr+1 O
Pr+e+1 Pr+1
]
for
B =
[
a b
a
]
∈ Br, C =
[
x
y x
]
∈ ̟rCe.
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ii) Similar to i). We only check that
BC =
[
ax ay + bx
ax
]
∈
[
P l O
P l
]
⊂
[
O O
Pe
]
,
CBC =
[
ax2 2axy + bx2
ax2
]
∈
[
Pr+l Pr
P
r+l
]
⊂
[
Pr+1 Pr+1−l
Pr+1
]
for
B =
[
a b
a
]
∈ ̟l−rBl, C =
[
x y
x
]
∈ ̟rBl.

The proof of the next is similar to that of Theorem 3.1.3 of [R-S], and omitted.
Theorem 5.3. Let (π, V ) ∈ Alg(G). Assume that V Sp(4,F ), the subspace of Sp(4, F )-
invariant vectors in V , is {0}. Let {m0 < · · · < mr} be a finite set of nonnegative integers,
and vi( 6= 0) be K
c
1(mi)-invariant vectors in V . Then, vi are linearly independent.
The next is the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 5.4. Let π ∈ Irrgn(G), and W ∈ Wψ(π) be quasi-paramodular. If W (T) = 0,
then W is identically zero.
In case of e = 0, this is Corollary 4.3.8. of the ‘η-principle’ of loc. cit. Although they
assumed ωπ = 1, their argument works as far as e = 0. We will consider the case of e > 0,
mainly. We need some preparations. Let W ∈ Wψ(π). For r ∈ Z, set
Wr = π(η
−r)W.
If W is quasi-paramodular, then Wr is N2(P
r)-invariant. By using Lemma 2.2 one can
show that Z(s,Wr) = 0 if r < 0. We will compute Z(s,Wr) for r ≥ 0. By Proposition
5.1,
Z(s,Wr) = Ξ
(
s,
∫
P−r
π(n¯′(z))Wrdz
)
= Ξ(s,Wr) +
r∑
m=1
Ξ
(
s,
∫
P∗−m
π(n¯′(z))Wrdz
)
.
For j ∈ Z and a Laurent series D(X) =
∑
cnX
n, let
D(X)j = q
−1
(
−cj−1X
(j−1) + (q − 1)
∞∑
n=j
cnX
n
)
.
Lemma 5.5. With notation as above, if W ∈ Wψ(π) is quasi-paramodular, then
Z(s,Wr) =
r∑
m=0
ωπ(̟)
−mq2m(s−1)Ξ(s,Wr−m)m,
Proof. Let m be a negative integer. Let z ∈ P∗m. By using (2.1), and the G2(O)
′-
invariance property of Wr, we compute
Wr (a(t)n¯
′(z)) = Wr
(
a′(t)n′(z−1)j′(z)n′(z−1)
)
= ψ(tz−1)Wr (a
′(t)j′(z))(5.7)
= ψ(tz−1)Wr (a
′(t)j′(z)j′)
= ψ(tz−1)ωπ(̟
m)Wr+m
(
a′(tz−2)
)
.
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Therefore,∫
O×
∫
P∗m
Wr(a
′(̟iu)n¯′(z))dzdu = cmωπ(̟)
mWr+m
(
a′(̟i−2m)
)
,
where cm =

q−m−1(q − 1) if i ≥ m,
−q−m−1 if i = m− 1,
0 otherwise.
From this, the assertion follows. 
Lemma 5.6. If W ∈ Wψ(π
ı) is coquasi-paramodular, then
Z(s,Wr) = q
−eΞ (s,Wr) +
∑
e−r≤m<e
cmq
(e−m)(s− 3
2
),
where
cm =
{
Sm(ω
−1
π , uω−1π )Wr
(
[̟m−e;̟muω−1π ]
′
)
if m > 0,
ω−1π (uωπ̟
m)G(ωπ, uωπ)Wr+m(a−m−ej
′(1)) if m ≤ 0.
The notation [∗; ∗], G(ωπ, uωπ) and Sm(ω
−1
π , uω−1π ) are defined in sect. 2.
Proof. By Proposition 5.1, Z(s,Wr) = q
−eΞ(s,Wr) +
∑r−e
m=1−e Ξm, where
Ξm = Ξ
(
s,
∫
P∗−m
π(n¯′(z))Wrdz
)
.
We will show Ξm = cmq
(e−m)(s− 3
2
) for the constant cm as in the assertion. Let m = ord(z).
Suppose 1 ≤ m ≤ e− 1. By the K1(e)
′(⊂ G′2)-invariance property of Wr, for u ∈ O
×,
Wr
(
a′(̟iu)n¯′(z)
)
=Wr
(
a′(̟iu)n¯′(z)a′(u)−1
)
= Wr
(
a′(̟i)n¯′(u−1z)
)
.
By Lemma 2.6, this is zero unless i = m − e. Therefore, Ξm = cmq
(e−m)(s− 3
2
). Suppose
e− r ≤ m ≤ 1. By (5.7),∫∫
Wr(a
′(̟iu)n¯′(̟muωv))dudv =
∫∫
ψ(̟iu(̟muωv)
−1)Wr
(
a′(̟iu)j′(̟muωv)
)
dudv
= Wr (aij
′(̟muωπ))
∫∫
ψ
(
̟i−m
vu−1uωπ
)
ωπ(vu
−1)dudv
where integrations are over u ∈ O× and v ∈ O×. The last double integral equals the
Gauss sum, which is zero unless i = m− e. Since
Wr (aij
′(̟muωπ)) = ω
−1
π (uωπ̟
m)Wr+m (ai−2mj
′(1)) ,
we have Ξm = cmq
(e−m)(s− 3
2
). 
Proposition 5.7. Let π ∈ Irrgn(G), and W ∈ Wψ(π) be quasi-paramodular.
i) If W (T) = 0, then W (Q) = 0.
ii) If W (T) = W c(T) = 0, then W c(Q) = 0.
Proof. i) follows from the decomposition Q = NTG′2(O). In case of e = 0, W
c is
paramodular, and ii) follows from i). Hence, we may assume e > 0. Let m be the level
of W . Let u = uω−1π be the element in O
× in defined in sect. 2. We take N = {n¯′(̟iu) |
0 ≤ i ≤ e} for the representatives of F×NA′T1\Q/(Q ∩K
c(m; e)). It suffices to show
that W c(arsn¯) = 0 for r, s ∈ Z, n¯ ∈ N. By assumption, W
c(ars) = 0. From Lemma 2.2,
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it follows that W c(arsn¯) = 0 if r < 0, and that W
c(arsj
′(1)) = 0 if s < e. By Lemma 2.6,
(2.1), our remained task is to show that
W c(ars−en¯
′(̟su)) = W c(ari j
′(1)) = 0(5.8)
for r ≥ 0, i ≥ −e and positive s ≤ e − 1. By i) and Lemma 5.5, Z(s,Wr) = 0. By the
functional equation, Z(s, (W c)r) = 0. Since W
c(T) = 0, we have Ξ(s, (W c)r) = 0. Now
(5.8) follows from Lemma 2.5, 2.6, and 5.6. 
Proposition 5.8. Let (π, V ) ∈ Irrgn(G). If W ∈ V c(m) for some m vanishes on Q, then
W ∈ V (ZJ).
Proof. We have constructed a (unique up to a constant multiple) nontrivial functional for
each τj(σ) with σ ∈ Irr(Gj), j = 1, 2 in section 3. In case of j = 1, the functional is λ
b
1
with χ = σν−1, and corresponds to the functional
Wψ(π
ı) ∋ W 7→
∫
F×
∫
N¯′
W (na′(t)t1(b))σ
−1νs(t)dnd
×t
where s = 1. In case that j = 2, and σ ∈ Irrgn(G2) (hence infinite-dimensional), it is µ
b
2
and corresponds to the functional
Wψ(π
ı) ∋ W 7→
∫
F×
W (t1(u)a
′(b))ω−1σ νs(u)d
×u,
where s = 0. In case that j = 2, and σ = ξ◦det with ξ ∈ X (F×), it is µ′2 and corresponds
to the functional
Wψ(π
ı) ∋ W 7→
∫
F×
∫
N¯′
W (t1(u)n)ξ
−2νs(u)dnd
×u,
where s = 0. Since W (Q) = 0, all these functionals send W to 0. Now, let σ ∈ Irr(Gj)
and f ∈ τj(σ). If f is sent to 0 by the corresponding functional, and satisfies
f(pk) = ωπ(k22)
−1f(p) for k ∈
 O O P−eP e O O
1
 (= pr(Kc(m; e))),(5.9)
then we have f = 0. Indeed, it follows from Lemma 5.9 below in the first case, from the
newform theory for G2 with mσ = e in the second case, and from the one-dimensionality
of τ2(ξ ◦ det) in the third case. Therefore, W ∈ V0 by Theorem 4.1. Let W0 = {W ∈ V |
W (Q) = 0}. By the proof of Theorem 4.3.5 of [R-S], W0 ⊂ V (Z
J). This completes the
proof. 
Remark 1. The last two integrals are absolutely convergent if ℜ(s) >> 0, and analyti-
cally continued to the whole complex plane. They are related to the so-called degree five
L-function of π. We will discuss them in a forthcoming paper.
Lemma 5.9. Let ξ ∈ X (F×), and f ∈ τ1(ξ). If f satisfies (5.9), and λ
b
1(f) = 0 for
χ = ξν−1 and any b ∈ F
×, then f is identically zero.
Proof. By (5.9) and the decomposition P3 = NAZ
′
2G
′
2(O), it suffices to show that f(z
′
2(b)n¯
′(z)) =
0 for any b ∈ F×, z ∈ F . In case of e = 0, the assertion follows immediately from the
decomposition. Assume that e > 0. Let z 6∈ P e. For l = ord(z)− e+ 1, and x ∈ O ,
f(z′2(b)n¯
′(z)) = ξ(̟)−lf(alz
′
2(b)n¯(z))
= ξ(̟)−lf(n(x)alz
′
2(b)n¯(z))
= ξ(̟)−lf(alz
′
2(b)n¯(z)k
′)
= ωπ(1−̟
−lzx)−1ξ(̟)−lf(alz
′
2(b)n¯(z)),
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where k = Int−1([̟l; z])n(x) ∈ K(e) ⊂ G2(c.f. (2.11)). There is an x ∈ O such that
ωπ(1−̟
−lzx) 6= 1. From Lemma 2.2, f(z′2(b)n¯
′(z)) = 0 follows in this case. Consequently,
λb1(f) = vol(N¯(P
e))f(z′2(b)), and the assertion follows. 
Let (π, V ) ∈ Alg(G). For a moment, by abuse of notation, we denote by V c(m) the
subspace of Kc1(m; e)-invariant vectors in V . We will use the following level +2 raising
operator η, and level +1 one αm for V
c(m) (e may be zero):
η : V c(m) ∋ v 7−→ πı(η)v ∈ V c(m+ 2),
αm : V
c(m) ∋ v 7−→
∑
k∈Kc(m+1;e)/Kc(m;e)∩Kc(m+1;e)
πı(k)v ∈ V c(m+ 1).
Computing the coset space, we have
αmv −
∑
x∈O/P
πı(n3(̟
−m−1x))v = πı(j′′m+1)v
= πı(j′′m+1)π
ı(j′′m)v
= ηv.
Proposition 5.10. Let (π, V ) ∈ Alg(G). Assume that V Sp(4,F ) = {0}. If v ∈ V (ZJ) is
Kc1(m; e)-invariant (e may be zero), then v = 0.
Proof. Write the level raising operator αm = η+ qzm+1, where zm+1 is the linear operator
defined by vol(P−m−1)−1
∫
π(n¯)dn¯ with integration over n¯ ∈ N¯(P−m−1). At first, we
will show by induction that there exist certain linear operators βr : V
c(m)→ V c(r+m+1)
and γr : V
c(m)→ V c(r +m) such that
zm+r = βr + γr.(5.10)
For r = 1, this holds obviously. Assume (5.10) for r ≥ 1. Since v lies in V c(m),
zr+m+1v = zr+m+1 ◦ zr+mv
= q−1(αr+m − η) ◦ (βr + γr)v
= q−1 (−ηγrv + (αr+m ◦ γr + zr+m+1 ◦ βr)v)
= −q−1ηγrv + q
−1(αr+m ◦ γr + βr)v
where the assumption βrv ∈ V
c(r+m+1), and (zr+m+1 ◦ βr)v = βrv are used at the last
equality. Therefore,
βr+1 := −q
−1ηγr : V
c(m)→ V c(r +m+ 2)(5.11)
γr+1 := q
−1(αr+m ◦ γr + βr) : V
c(m)→ V c(r +m+ 1)(5.12)
are the desired linear operators. This proves (5.10). Next, we will show v = 0. Since
v ∈ V (ZJ),
(αr+m−1 − η) ◦ · · · ◦ (αm − η)v = zr+mv = 0
for a sufficiently large r. Since βrv and γrv have different levels and are linearly inde-
pendent, βrv = γrv = 0 by Theorem 5.3. By (5.11), ηγr−1v = 0. Since η is obviously
injective, γr−1v = 0. Therefore αr+m−1 ◦ γr−1v = 0. By (5.12), βr−1v = 0. Thus
zr+m−1v = βr−1v + γr−1v = 0. Hence, v = 0. 
Now, we can prove Theorem 5.4. Suppose that W ∈ V (m) with W (T) = 0. By
Proposition 5.7, W (Q) = 0. Let i be an arbitrary nonnegative integer. By Lemma 5.5,
Z(s,Wi) = 0. By the functional equation, Z(s, (W
c)i) = 0. By Lemma 5.6, Ξ(s, (W
c)i) =
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0. Thus, W c(T) = 0. By Proposition 5.7 again, W c(Q) = 0. By Proposition 5.8,
W c ∈ V (ZJ). By Proposition 5.10, W c is identically zero, and so is W .
Lemma 5.11. If π ∈ Irrgn(G), then mπ ≥ n
′
π.
Proof. Let W ∈ V (mπ). Let i0 be the minimal nonnegative integer such that Ξ(s,Wi0) 6=
0. By Theorem 5.4, such i0 exists. By Lemma 5.5, Z(s,Wi0) = Ξ(s,Wi0) 6= 0. The
functional equation for Wi0 is
Z(1− s, (W c)i0)
L(1− s, πı)
= ε′πq
(mπ−2i0−n′π)(s−
1
2
)Ξ(s,Wi0)
L(s, π)
.
The right hand side lies in q(mπ−2i0−n
′
π)sC[q−s]. By Lemma 5.6, the left hand side lies in
q−i0sC[qs]. In case of e = 0, we may assume W c = ±W by (5.1) and the left hand side
lies in C[qs]. Therefore, mπ − n
′
π − i0 ≥ 0 in any case. Thus the assertion. 
Theorem 5.12. Let π ∈ Irrgn(G). Assume that V (m) contains a W0 such that
L(s, π) = Z(s,W0), and c0L(s, π
ı) = Z(s,W c0 )(5.13)
for a constant c0. Then, c0 = ε
′
π, and m = n
′
π = mπ. Further, V (mπ) is spanned by W0.
Proof. From (5.13), and the functional equation (5.3) for W = W0, it follows that ε
′
π = c0
and m = n′π. By Lemma 5.11, m = mπ = n
′
π. For the last assertion, we will show that an
arbitrary W ∈ V (m) is a constant multiple of W0. Since Ξ(s,W ) is in C[[q
−s]], the ring of
formal power series in q−s, and Ξ(1− s,W c) is in C[[qs]],
C[qs] ∋ q−e
Ξ(1− s,W c)
L(1− s, πı)
= ε′π
Ξ(s,W )
L(s, π)
∈ C[q−s].
Therefore, these quotients are constants, and there exists a constant cW such that
Ξ(s,W − cWW0) = Ξ(1− s, (W − cWW0)
c) = 0.
Set W ′ = W − cWW0. We will claim by induction that Ξ(s,W
′
r) = 0 for any r ≥ 0.
Assume that Ξ(s,W ′i ) = Ξ(1− s, (W
′c)i) = 0 for all i < r. Then, Z(s,W
′
r) = Ξ(s,W
′
r) by
Lemma 5.5. The functional equation for W ′r is
Z(1− s, (W ′c)r)
L(1 − s, πı)
= ε′πq
−2r(s−
1
2
)Ξ(s,W
′
r)
L(s, π)
.
(note that (W ′c)r = π
ı(m−2r)W
ı
r .) The right hand side lies in q
−2rsC[q−s]. In case of
e > 0, the left hand side lies in q−rsC[qs] by Lemma 5.6. In case of e = 0, W c is also
paramodular, and the left hand side lies in C[qs] by Lemma 5.5, again. Hence both sides
are zero, and the claim is verified. Now, W = cWW0 by Theorem 5.4. This completes the
proof. 
We will call W0 as in this thoerem the newform of π, and denote by Wπ.
6. Hecke operators
Let χ ∈ X (F×), and (σ, V ) ∈ Irr(G2). The Klingen parabolic induction χ⋊ σ consists
of smooth V -valued functions f on G such that
L(q−1)f = |t det(g)−1|χ(t)σ(g)f,
where q =
t ∗ ∗g ∗
t−1 · det(g)
 ∈ Q, t ∈ F×, g ∈ G2.(6.1)
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A Klingen parabolic induction has a unique generic constituent (submodule, c.f. sect.
2.4. of [R-S]). We call χ⋊ σ a Klingen parabolic induction from supercuspidal when σ is
supercuspidal. By the work of [T], when π ∈ Irrgn(G) is supercuspidal, or the constituent
of a Klingen parabolic induction from supercuspidal, L(s, π) equals 1. In this section, we
devote to prove
Theorem 6.1. Let π ∈ Irrgn(G) be supercuspidal, or a constituent of the Klingen parabolic
induction from supercuspidal. Assume e > 0. Then, there exists the newform Wπ in
V (mπ) (n
′
π = mπ and dimV (mπ) = 1 by Theorem 5.12). The newform Wπ and its
conjugate W cπ take the following values on T:
Wπ(a
i
r) =
{
1 if (i, r) = (0, 0),
0 otherwise.
W cπ(a
i
r) =

ε′π if (i, r) = (0, 0),
−q2ε′π if (i, r) = (1, 0),
0 otherwise.
See Corollary 7.4.6. [R-S] for the case of e = 0. In this section, we assume
e > 0.
Our proof consists of four steps.
Step 1. For a nontrivial polynomial
∑
cnX
n ∈ C[X±] := C[X,X−1] with X = q−s, we
call its range the pair of the minimal and maximal integers n such that cn 6= 0. In case
of L(s, π) = 1, for any W ∈ Wψ(π), i ∈ Z, Z(s,Wi) lies in C[X
±] by definition. In this
step, we show that Ξ(s,Wi) ∈ C[X
±], if W is quasi-paramodular.
Lemma 6.2. Let π ∈ Irrgn(G), and W ∈ V (m). If L(s, π) = 1, then W (air) =W
c(air) =
0 for sufficiently large i, r.
Proof. Let i be a nonnegative integer. Since L(s, π) equals 1, so does L(s, πı). Therefore,
both Z(s,Wi) and Z(s, (W
c)i) are polynomials in q
±s. Let (ci, di) and (c
∗
i , d
∗
i ) be their
ranges, respectively. By Lemma 5.5, 5.6, both Ξ(s,Wi) and Ξ(s, (W
c)i) are polynomials
in q−s. Let (ai, bi) and (a
∗
i , b
∗
i ) be their ranges, respectively. From the functional equation
for Wi,
(ci + n
′
π −m+ 2i, di + n
′
π −m+ 2i) = (−d
∗
i ,−c
∗
i ).(6.2)
Now, assume that Ξ(s,Wi) 6= 0 for infinitely many i’s. Then, we may take an i1 ≥ m−n
′
π
so that Ξ(s,Wi1) 6= 0, and bi1 +2i1 ≥ bn +2n for all n < i1. By Lemma 5.5, di1 = bi1 . By
Lemma 5.6, c∗i1 ≥ −i1. By (6.2), bi1+n
′
π−m+2i1 ≤ i1. Since bi1 ≥ ai1 ≥ 0 by Lemma 2.2,
i1 ≤ m− n
′
π − bi1 < m− n
′
π. This is a contradiction. Hence, Ξ(s,Wi) = 0 for sufficiently
large i. Therefore, there is an integer I such that Ξ(s,Wi) = 0 for all i > I and bi < I for
all i < I. If i > 2I, then Z(s,Wi) = 0 by Lemma 5.5, Z(s, (W
c)i) = 0 by the functional
equation, and Ξ(s, (W c)i) = 0 by Lemma 5.6. This completes the proof. 
Step 2. In this and next steps, we assume that (π, V ) ∈ Irr(G) is unitary, and use
several Hecke operators. For h ∈ G, let TK(h) denote the Hecke operator acting on V
K
defined by
TK(h)v =
∑
t∈K/K∩Int(h)K
π(th)v.
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Lemma 6.3. With notations as above, if (π, V ) is unitary, then the Hecke operator
TK(h)+TK(h
−1) on V K is diagonalizable. In particular, if TK(h) = TK(h
−1), then TK(h)
is diagonalizable.
Proof. Let 〈∗, ∗〉 denote the inner product in V . In general, 〈TK(h)v, w〉 = 〈v, TK(h
−1)w〉
for v, w ∈ V K (see Lemma 6.5.1.of [R-S].). From this, the assertion follows immediately.

We use the diagonalities of Hecke operators repeatedly, and therefore the unitarity
assumption is needed. In this step, we show the next basic inequality mπ > 2e, which is an
analogue of Proposition 2.4. This inequality is essentially important for the comparison of
Hecke operators and level descending V (mπ)→ V (mπ − 1). Since the quasi-paramodular
group K1(m; e) is defined for m ≥ 2e, one cannot consider the level descending V (mπ)→
V (mπ − 1) in case of mπ = 2e. In [R-S], for the PGSp(4) case, to compute some Hecke
operators, the condition mπ ≥ 2 for supercuspidal π was used.
Proposition 6.4. Let π ∈ Irrgn(G) be unitary. If L(s, π) = 1, then mπ > 2e.
Let S = TK(η) + TK(η
−1) y V (mπ) with K = K1(mπ; e). This Hecke operator is
diagonalizable by Lemma 6.3. Let with l = mπ − e. We compute
S =
∑
π
(
n2(x)n3(y)z(z̟
−e)η
)
(6.3)
+
∑
π
(
η−1n¯2(x̟
l−1)n¯3(y̟
l−1)z¯(z̟mπ−2)
)
,
where both sums are over x, y ∈ O/P, z ∈ O/P2. In case of mπ > 2e, one can find
that the latter sum is zero, by comparing with the level descending
∫
K1(mπ−1;e)
π(k)dk :
V (mπ)→ V (mπ−1). In case of mπ = 2e, the sum is not zero, as follows. ForW ∈ V (2e),
we set
W ′ =
∑
z∈̟e−1Ce−1/̟eCe
π(n¯(z))W, W ′′ =
∑
x∈O/P
π(n¯2(x̟
l−1))W ′,
where Ca is defined in (5.5).
Lemma 6.5. With notation as above, W ′′(air) = W
′(air) =W (a
i
r) for i, r ≥ 0.
Proof. For the first identity, consider the second gauge ξ of π(ar)W , which is quasi-
invariant on K(e). The mapping C 7→ w2
tAw2CA induces a translation in ̟
e−1Ce−1/̟
eCe
if A ∈ K(e). Hence R(k)ξ = ωπ(k22)ξ for k ∈ K(e) by the identity (5.6). It suffices to
show that
0 =
∑
x∈O×/P
ξ(ain¯(x̟
e−1))
for i ≥ 0. This follows from Lemma 2.6. For the second identity in case of e = 1, we
compute, for i, r ≥ 0,∑
W (airn¯(C)) =
∑
W
(
airn(C
−1)j(C)n(C−1)
)
=
∑
W
(
airj(C)
)
=
∑
ωπ(x)W
(
airn¯2(y)j(12)
)
= 0
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with the sums being over x ∈ (O/P)×, y ∈ O/P2, where
C =
[
x
y x
]
.
By a similar argument,∑
y∈(O/P2)×
π(z¯(y))W (air) =
∑
y∈(O/P)×
π(z¯(y̟))W (air) = 0.
Now the second identity in case of e = 1 follows immediately. For the case of e > 1, if
c ∈ ̟e−1Ce−1 \̟
e
Ce, then W (a
i
rn¯(c)) = 0 follows from Lemma 2.2, and the identity (2.2)
with
b ∈
[
O×
O×
]
∪
[
P∗(1−e)
]
.
The second identity follows in this case. This completes the proof. 
Now, we can prove Proposition 6.4. By Lemma 6.3, it suffices to show that each eigen
form W ∈ V (2e) of S is identically zero. Let λS be the eigenvalue of W . From (6.3) and
Lemma 6.5, it follows that
λSW (a
i
r) = q
4W (ai+1r ) +W (a
i−1
r ), i ≥ 0.
Fix r ≥ 0. By Theorem 5.4 and Lemma 6.2, we can take the maximal integer i0 such
that W (ai0r ) 6= 0 for some r, if W is not identically zero. By this recursion formula with
i = i0 + 1, W (a
i0
r ) = 0. This is a contradiction. Hence, W is identically zero.
An immediate consequence of this proposition is the next:
Proposition 6.6. Let π ∈ Irrgn(G) be unitary. Assume L(s, π) = 1. If W ∈ V (mπ) is a
nontrivial form, then, Ξ(s,Wi) = 0, i ≥ 1 and Ξ(s,W ) and Ξ(s,W
c) are nonzero.
Proof. Let l = mπ − e. Since L(s, π) = 1, l − 1 = mπ − e− 1 > e− 1 ≥ 0 by Proposition
6.4. Then, W1 := ηW is invariant under the subgroup
Int(η)K1(mπ; e) =

O P P P2−l
P l−1 O O P
P l−1 O O P
P
mπ−2 P
l−1
P
l−1 1 + P e
 ,
andW ′1 :=
∑
x,y,z∈O/P π
(
n2(x)n3(y)z(z̟
1−l)
)
W1 lies in V (mπ−1). Assume thatW (a
i
r) 6=
0 for some i ≥ 1. Then W1(a
i−1
r ) 6= 0, and W
′
1(a
i−1
r ) 6= 0. This contradicts to the level
minimality. Hence W (air) = 0 for all i ≥ 1. By Theorem 5.4, W (ar) 6= 0 for some r.
Therefore, Ξ(s,W ) is nonzero, and so is Ξ(s,W c) by the functional equation (5.3). This
completes the proof. 
Step 3. To show Theorem 6.1, we need the level descending operator
D :=
∫
Kc(mπ−1;e)
πı(k)dk : V c(mπ)→ V
c(mπ − 1)
for mπ > 2e, and the Hecke operators
T = TK1(m;e)(a1) + TK1(m;e)(a−1),
T ı = TKc1(m;e)(a1) + TKc1(m;e)(a−1),
Sı = TKc1(m;e)(η),
T ı+ = TKc1(m;e)(a1).
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The first three Hecke operators are self-adjoint and diagonalizable by Lemma 6.3. It is
not hard to show that c◦T = T ı ◦c. First, compare the actions of Sı and D. We compute
Sı =
∑
x,y∈O/P,z∈O/P2
πı
(
n2(x)n3(y̟
−e)z(z̟−n)η−1
)
+
∑
x,y∈O/P,u∈O/P
πı
(
ηn¯2(x̟
l−1)n¯3(y̟
m−1)z¯(u̟m−1)
)
,
D =
∑
x,y∈O/P
πı
(
n2(x)n3(y)η
−1
)
+
∑
x,y∈O/P,u∈O/P
πı
(
n¯2(x̟
l−1)n¯3(y̟
m−1)z¯(u̟m−1)
)
(c.f. Lemma 3.3.7., 6.1.2. of [R-S]). Comparing their latter sums, we have
λSıW
c(air) =
{
q4W c(a1r) if i = 0,
q4W c(ai+1r )− q
2W (air) if i > 0,
for an eigenvector W c ∈ V c(mπ) with eigenvalue λSı. By Proposition 6.6, there is a non-
negative integer r such thatW c(ar) 6= 0. By Lemma 6.2 and the above recursion formula,
λSı is equal to 0 or −q
2. Assume that λSı = 0. Then, Ξ(s, (W
c)1) = 0. By Proposition
6.6, Ξ(s,W1) = 0. By Lemma 5.5, Z(s,W1) = ωπ(̟)
−1q2s−4Ξ(s,W )1. Therefore, the
functional equation for W , and that for W1 are
q−eΞ(1− s,W c) = ε′πq
(mπ−n′π)(s−1/2)Ξ(s,W ),(6.4)
Z(1− s, (W c)1) = ε
′
πωπ(̟)
−1q(mπ−n
′
π)(s−1/2)Ξ(s,W )1.(6.5)
Since Ξ(s,W ) and Ξ(s,W )1 are polynoimals in q
−s with a same range, Ξ(1− s,W c) and
Z(1−s, (W c)1) have a same range. By Lemma 5.6, Z(1−s, (W
c)1) is a constant multiple
of q−s, since Ξ(1 − s, (W c)1) = 0. But, Ξ(1 − s,W
c) is a polynomial in qs. This is a
contradiction. Hence,
λSı = −q
2, W c(a1r) = −q
2W c(ar) for all W
c ∈ V c(mπ).(6.6)
Next, for T , T ı, letting Ca,Ba be the lattice defined in (5.5), and
B˜a = Ba ⊕
[
O
]
, C˜a = Ca ⊕
[
O
]
,
we compute
TK1(m;e)(a1) =
∑
B∈B˜l/̟B˜l
π(n(B)a1) +
∑
B∈Bl/̟Bl
π(j′(1)n(B)a1)
Since j′(1) ∈ K1(m; e), the latter sum equals∑
B∈Bl/̟Bl
π(j′(1)n(B)a1j
′(1)) = ωπ(̟)
∑
x,y∈O/P
π(n2(x)z(y̟
−l)a1−1).
Similarly,
TK1(m;e) (a−1) =
∑
C∈̟lCe/̟l+1Ce
π(j′(1)n¯(C)a−1j
′(1)) +
∑
C∈̟lC˜e/̟l+1C˜e
π(n¯(C)a−1)
= ωπ(̟)
−1
∑
x,y∈O/P
π(a−11 n¯2(x̟
l−1)z¯(y̟m−1))
+
∑
C∈̟lCe/̟l+1Ce
π(n¯(C)a−1) +
∑
z∈(O/P)×
 ∑
C∈̟lCe/̟l+1Ce
π(n¯′(z)n¯(C)a−1)
 .
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Using (2.1) and the K1(m; e)-invariance property, the sum in the bracket is transformed
to ∑
C∈̟lCe/̟l+1Ce
π(n′(z−1)j′(z)n′(z−1)n¯(C)a−1)
=
∑
x,y∈O/P
π(n′(z−1)j′(z)n′(z−1)a−1n¯3(x̟
l−1)z¯(y̟m−1))
=
∑
x,y∈O/P
π(n′(z−1)j′(z)a−1n¯3(x̟
l−1)z¯(y̟m−1)n¯2(z
−1y̟m)z¯(−z−1y2̟2m−1)).
Since K1(m; e) contains n¯2(z
−1y̟m), z¯(−z−1y2̟2m−1), this sum equals∑
C∈̟l−1Ce/̟lCe
π(n′(z−1)j′(z)a−1n¯(C)) =
∑
C∈̟l−1Ce/̟lCe
π(n′(z−1)j′(z)a−1n¯(C)j
′(z))
= ωπ(̟)
−1
∑
x,y∈O/P
π(n′(z−1)a−11 n¯2(x̟
l−1)z¯(y̟m−1)).
Therefore, for W ∈ V (m),
TW
(
air
)
= q3W
(
air+1
)
+ q2ωπ(̟)W
(
ai+1r−1
)
+
∑
C∈̟l−1Ce/̟lCe
W
(
air−1n¯(C)
)
+ qωπ(̟)
−1
∑
x,y∈O/P
W
(
ai−1r+1n¯2(x̟
l−1)z¯(y̟m−1)
)
, i, r ≥ 0.(6.7)
By a similar computation, for W c ∈ V c(m),
T ıW c
(
air
)
= q3W c
(
air+1
)
+ q3
∑
z∈O/P
W c
(
ai+1r−1n¯
′(z̟e−1)
)
+
∑
C∈̟m−1Bl
W c
(
air−1n¯(C)
)
+ q
∑
x∈O/P
W c
(
ai−1r+1n¯2(x̟
l−1)
)
, i, r ≥ 0.(6.8)
Observing the first gauge of W c (K1(e)
′(⊂ P3)-invariant!), one can find by Lemma 2.6
that the second term equals q3W c(ai+1r−1) if r ≥ 1. We choose the Haar measures in (5.4)
so that the third terms of (6.7) and (6.8) are equal to the values at air−1 of Γl−1W and
Γım−1W
c, respectively.
Lemma 6.7. Let π ∈ Irrgn(G) be unitary. Assume that L(s, π) = 1. Let W ∈ V (m) such
that Ξ(s,W ) 6= 0. Then, for the Haar measures as above, we have the following identities.
Γl−1W (ar) =
{
0 if r ≥ r0
qW (ar) otherwise.
,
Γım−1W
c(ar) = qW
c(ar),
where l = m − e, and r0 is the maximal integer such that W (ar0) 6= 0 (such r0 exists by
Lemma 6.2).
Proof. Since the arguments are similar, we only prove the first identity. We observe the
both sides of the functional equation (5.3) and
Z(s, πı(m)(Γl−1W )
ı) = q(m−n
′
π)(s−1/2)Z(s,Γl−1W ).(6.9)
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By Lemma 5.2, Proposition 6.4, Γl−1W is 0-balanced, and π
ı(m)(Γl−1W )
ı is (e + 1)-
balanced. By Proposition 5.1,
Z(s,Γl−1W ) = Ξ(s,Γl−1W ), Z(s, π
ı(m)(Γl−1W )
ı) = q−e−1Ξ(s, πı(m)(Γl−1W )
ı).
Since
Ξ(s, πı(m)(Γl−1W )
ı) = Ξ
s, ∑
y,z∈O/P
π(n3(y̟
−e−1)n′(z̟−1))π(m)W
c

= q2 (Ξ(s,W c)−W c(1)) ,
we have
q1−e (Ξ(1− s,W c)−W c(1)) = q(m−n
′
π)(s−1/2)Ξ(s,Γl−1W )
by (6.9). By (5.3), we have
−q1−eW c(1) = q(m−n
′
π)(s−1/2)Ξ(s,Γl−1W − qW ),
from which the identity follows. 
By this Lemma and (6.6), the second term and third term of (6.8) cancel if i = 0 and
r ≥ 1. The last terms of (6.7) and (6.8) vanish if i = 0, by the following lemma.
Lemma 6.8. Let π ∈ Irrgn(G). Let e = c(ωπ). If m > 2e, and W ∈ V (m), then, for
x, y ∈ O,
π
(
arn¯2(x̟
l−1)z¯(y̟m−1)
)
W (η) = πı
(
arn¯2(x̟
l−1)
)
W c(η) = 0.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, it suffices to see that the second gauges of the above Whittaker
functions are N(O)-invariant. For the latter Whittaker function, the N(O)-invariance
property follows from that of the second gauge of πı(ar)W
c, and the identity (2.2). For
the former one, use the j′(1)-conjugation of the identity (2.2) with
B ∈
[
O
O
]
, C ∈
[
P l−1
Pm−1 P l−1
]
and the calculation in the proof of Lemma 5.2. 
Now suppose that W ( 6= 0) ∈ V (mπ) is an eigenvector of T with eigenvalue λ = λT .
Then W c ∈ V c(mπ) is also an eigenvector of T
ı with eigenvalue λ since c ◦ T = T ı ◦ c.
By the above argument, we have
λW (ar) = q
3W (ar+1) + qW (ar−1), r ≤ r0,(6.10)
λW c(ar) = q
3W c(ar+1), r ≥ 1,(6.11)
where r0 is as in Lemma 6.7. By Lemma 2.2, W (a−1) = 0. If we assume that W (1) = 0,
then, by (6.10), Ξ(s,W ) = 0, which contradicts to Proposition 6.6. Hence,
W (1) 6= 0.(6.12)
Next, assume that λ 6= 0. Then, we conclude W c(a1) = 0 by considering (6.11) and
Lemma 6.2. By (6.11) again, Ξ(1−s,W c) is a constant. By the functional equation (5.3),
Ξ(s,W ) is a monomial. Since W (1) 6= 0, Ξ(s,W ) is a constant. In particular, W (a1) = 0.
By (6.10), λ = 0. This is a contradiction. Hence
λ = 0.
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By (6.10) again, Ξ(s,W ) is a constant. Therefore, W (air) = 0 for (i, r) 6= (0, 0) by
Proposition 6.6. Since T is diagonalizable, by Theorem 5.4,
dimV (mπ) = 1.
Finally, we consider the action T ı+. Let W
c( 6= 0) ∈ V c(mπ). Since dimV
c(mπ) = 1, W
c
is an eigenvector of T ı+. Let λ+ be the eigenvalue. We compute
T ı+W
c(air) = q
3W c
(
air+1
)
+ q
∑
x∈O/P
W c
(
ai−1r+1n¯2(x̟
l−1)
)
, i, r ≥ 0.
By Lemma 6.8, λ+W
c(ar) = q
3W c (ar+1). By Proposition 6.6, W
c(ar) 6= 0 for some r.
By Lemma 6.2,
λ+ = 0, W
c(1) 6= 0, W c(ar) = 0, r ≥ 1.
Now, Theorem 6.1 for the unitary case follows from Theorem 5.12. The values of W c on
T are determined by the recursion formula (6.6).
Step 4. Finally, we discuss for the non-unitary case. For a supercuspidal representa-
tion, twisting it by a character νa, a ∈ R, we obtain a unitary supercuspidal representation
([Cs2]), where a is unique and called the exponent of the representation. Applying the
above argument to the twist, one can show the theorem for this case. For a generic con-
stituent π of the Klingen induction χ⋊ σ from supercuspidal, we apply the argument in
sect. 5 of [R-S]. Consider the following facts (c.f. Table A.3., A.4. of [R-S], p. 93-94
[S-T]):
• The Jacquet module of χ ⋊ σ with respect to the unipotent radical UP of the
Siegel parabolic subgroup P vanishes (see p. 29 of [R-S] for the definition of P).
• The semisimplification of the Jacquet module of χ⋊σ with respect to the unipotent
radical UQ of Q is χ× σ + χ
−1 × χσ.
Since pr(UP) = N
′N3, τ1-type does not appear in the Jordan-Ho¨lder sequence in Theorem
4.1. Since pr(UQ) = N2N3 and σ is ramified, τ2-types in the sequence have no P3(O)(=
pr(K1(m; e)))-invariant vector. Hence, non-generic constituents of χ ⋊ σ have no quasi-
paramodular vector. Since the generic constituent is a unique constituent, V (mπ) and
the subspace of K1(mπ, e)-invariant vectors f in χ ⋊ σ have the same dimension. Let
R = {r} be representatives for Q\G/K1(mπ; e). Since f is determined by the values
f(r), we should have χ(t)σ(g)f(r) = f(r) for all r ∈ R and k ∈ Q ∩ Int(r)K1(mπ; e),
where we write k = q ∈ Q of the form of (6.1). Then det(g) = µ(k) lies in O×. Since
any power of k lies in the compact subgroup Int(r)K1(mπ; e), t lies in O
×. Let a, b be
the exponents of χ, σ, respectively. The generic constituent of ν−aχ⋊ ν−bσ is unitary (c.f.
Table A.1. of [R-S]). Denote it by π1. We have showed that dimV (mπ1) = 1. Since
det(g), t ∈ O×, the above condition on f ∈ ν−aχ ⋊ ν−bσ is same for various a, b. Hence
dimV (mπ) = dimV (mπ1) = 1. Now the above argument of Hecke operators for unitary
representations works, and therefore, Theorem 6.1 is true also for non unitary generic
constituents. This completes the proof.
For W ∈ V (m), define
W− = π(j′′m−e)W, W
−c = πı(m)(W
−)ı = πı(j′(̟e))W c.(6.13)
Since W−π is 0-balanced, by Propositon 5.1, the functional equation is
Z(1− s,W−cπ )
L(1− s, πı)
= ε(s, π, ψ)
Ξ(s,W−π )
L(s, π)
.(6.14)
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Corollary 6.9. For π ∈ Irrgn(G) as in the theorem,
ε′−1π Z(s,W
−c
π ) = Ξ(s,W
−
π ) = W
−
π (1) = G(ω, 1).
Proof. Let f be the first gauge of W−cπ . We have Z(s,W
−c
π ) =
∫
F×
f˜(a(t))νs−3/2(t)d
×t
by Proposition 5.1, where f˜(p) =
∫
N¯ ′(Pe)
f(pn)dn. By using the identity (2.2) and the
invariance property of f under [
O× P−e
P
2e 1 + P e
]′
⊂ P3,
one can show that f˜ is N ′(O)-invariant. Therefore, Z(s,W−cπ ) ∈ C[[q
−s]] by Lemma
2.2. Now, we compute f˜(1) =
∫
N¯ ′(Pe)
f(n)dn which is the constant term of Z(s,W−cπ ).
By using Lemma 2.2 and the identity (2.2) again, one can show that f(n¯′(x)) = 0 for
x ∈ P e+1. Therefore,∫
Pe
f(n¯′(x))dx =
∫
P∗e
f(n¯′(x))dx
= q−e
∫
O×
f(n′(̟−eu−1)j(̟eu)′n′(̟−eu−1))du
= q−e
∫
O×
ψ(̟−eu−1)ωπ(u)f(j(̟
e)′)du
= q−eG(ω, 1)f(j(̟e)′),
where (2.1) and the N ′(P−e)-invariance property of f are used. Now the assertion follows
from (6.14) and the identities f(j(̟e)′) =W−cπ (j
′(̟e)) =W cπ(1) = q
eε′π. 
Now, let (π, V ) ∈ Irr(G) be tempered, non-generic. Then π is the representation of
VIb or VIIIb listed in the Table A. 1. of [R-S]. By the proof of Theorem 2.5.3., and Table
A.6., A.7. of loc. cit., VZJ is irreducible and a τ2-type. But, any τ2-type does not have a
pr(K1(m; e))-invariant vector by the above argument for the case of e > 0, and by Lemma
3.4.4 of loc. cit. for the case of e = 0. Hence, we have:
Theorem 6.10. A tempered π ∈ Irr(G) has a quasi-paramoular vector, if and only if π
is generic.
7. Construction of quasi-paramodular forms
In this section, by local θ-lift fromGSO(2, 2) toG, we show the existence of the newform
(c.f. Theorem 5.12) for generic constituents of Borel and Siegel parabolic inductions,
respectively. The proof of the main theorem will be complete, except for the coincidences
of root numbers and conductors. Let X = M2×2(F ), equipped with the nondegenerate
symmetric split form 1
2
Tr(x∗1x2), where x
∗ indicates the main involution of x ∈ X . Let
GOX denote the generalized orthogonal group of X and µX the similitude factor. Let
H = GSOX := ker(µ
−2
X det) ⊂ GOX . Letting G2 × G2 act on X by (g1, g2) · x = g1xg
∗
2,
we have the isomorphisms
H ≃ G2 ×G2/{(z, z
−1) | z ∈ F×}, SOX ≃ {(g1, g2) | det(g1g2) = 1}/{(z, z
−1) | z ∈ F×}.
Via these isomorphisms, we will represent elements and subgroups of H by those of
G2 × G2, and objects in Irr(H) by those in {τ1 ⊠ τ2 | ωτ1 = ωτ2} ⊂ Irr(G2) ⊠ Irr(G2).
Let B, T denote the upper triangular and diagonal matrices in G2 respectively. Let
NX = N×N ⊂ H andBX , TX , similarly. Define ψX ∈ X (NX) by ψX((n,m)) = ψ(nm
−1).
We say τ = τ1 ⊠ τ2 ∈ Irr(H) is generic, if HomNX (τ, ψX) 6= {0}, or equivalently if both
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τ1, τ2 ∈ Irr(G2) are generic. Let Y denote the 4-dimensional space equipped with the
symplectic form defined by the matrix (1.1). Set Z = X ⊗ Y . Let Y = Y + + Y −, Z± =
X ⊗ Y ± = X ⊕ X be the polarizations. For z = x1 ⊕ x2, z
′ = x′1 ⊕ x
′
2 ∈ Z
+, we write
(z, z′) = (1
2
Tr(x∗ix
′
j)). For ϕ ∈ S (Z
+), let ϕ♯ denote the Fourier transform defined by
ϕ♯(z′) =
∫
X⊕X
ψ(Tr(z′, z))ϕ(z)dz where dz is chosen so that (ϕ♯)♯(z) = ϕ(−z). The Weil
representation wψ of the dual pair Sp(4) × OX can be realized on the Schwartz space
S (Z+). The action is given by the following formulas:
wψ(1, h)ϕ(z) = ϕ(h
−1 · z), h ∈ OX ,
wψ(A
♮, 1)ϕ(z) = | det(A)|−2ϕ(zw2
tA−1w2), A ∈ G2
wψ(n(B), 1)ϕ(z) = ψ(
1
2
Tr(Bw2(z, z)))ϕ(z),
wψ(j(−w2), 1)ϕ(z) = ϕ
♯(z).
Let R = G × H , and R0 = ker(µ
−1µX) ⊂ R. For our convenience of the computation
below, we adopt the following extension wψ to R0 as in [R2]
wψ(g, h)ϕ(z) = |µX(h)|
−2wψ(g1, 1)ϕ(h
−1 · z),
where
g1 = g
[
12
µ(g)−112
]
.
Note that this differs from the normalization used in [G-T2]. Observe that the central
elements (u, u) ∈ R0 act on S (Z
+) trivially. Let Ω = indRR0wψ be the compact induction,
which can be realized on the Schwartz space S (Z+ × F×) (c.f. [R], [So]). For τ 1 ∈
Irr(SOX) define wψ(τ
1) = wψ/ ∩λ∈HomSOX (wψ ,τ1) ker(λ), and for τ ∈ Irr(H) define Ω(τ)
similarly. By Lemme 2. III. 4. of [M-V-W], there exist Θψ(τ
1) ∈ Alg(Sp(4, F )) and
Θ(τ) ∈ Alg(G), such that
wψ(τ
1) ≃ Θψ(τ
1)⊗ τ 1, Ω(τ) ≃ Θ(τ)⊗ τ.(7.1)
It is known that Θψ(τ
1) and Θ(τ) are admissible of finite length. The maximal semi-
simple quotients of Θψ(τ) and Θ(τ) are denoted by θψ(τ) and θ(τ) respectively. Let ΩN,ψ
be the ψ-twisted N-Jacquet module of Ω. By the Frobenius reciprocity,
HomR(Ω, Ind
G
Nψ ⊗ τ) ≃ HomN×H(Ω|N×H , ψ ⊗ τ)
≃ HomN×H(ΩN,ψ, ψ ⊗ τ).
As in the proof of Proposition 2.4 and its Corollary in [G-R-S], one can prove
ΩN,ψ ≃ ψ ⊗ ind
H
NX
ψX
as N×H-modules (c.f. Proposition 4.1. of [M-S]). Therefore,
HomN×H(ΩN,ψ, ψ ⊗ τ) ≃ HomH(ind
H
NX
ψX , τ)
≃ HomH(τ, Ind
H
NX
ψ−1X ).
Now suppose that τ is generic. Then, dimHomR(Ω, Ind
G
Nψ⊗τ) = dimHomH(τ, Ind
H
NX
ψ−1X ) =
1. Since the Jacquet module (τ ⊗ τ∨)H is isomorphic to C,
dimHomG(Θ(τ), Ind
G
Nψ) = 1(7.2)
by (7.1). Hence, Θ(τ) has a generic irreducible constituent. By the work of W. T.
Gan and S. Takeda [G-T2], this constituent is θ(τ). The (unique) generic constituent
of the parabolic induction χ1 × χ2 ⋊ χ (resp. ρ ⋊ χ) (c.f. Table A.1. of [R-S]) for
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χ1, χ2, χ ∈ X (F
×) coincides with the small θ-lift of π(χ, χχ1χ2)
∨ ⊠ π(χχ1, χχ2)
∨ (resp.
π(χ, χωρ)
∨
⊠ χ−1ρ∨) (c.f. [G-T2].), where ρ ∈ Irr(G2), χ, χi ∈ X (F
×). Here, π(α, β) for
α, β ∈ X (F×) indicates the principal series induced from the representation of B ⊂ G2
sending b → ν1/2(b11/b22)α(b11)β(b22). Since all L-functions L(s, π) for π ∈ Irr
gn(G)
are computed by R. Takloo-Bighash [T], and it is known by [G-T2] when the θ-lift is a
constituent of a parabolic induction, one can show that
L(s, θ(τ∨1 ⊠ τ
∨
2 )) = L(s, τ1)L(s, τ2)(7.3)
by case-by-case argument. Let
z0 = e0 ⊕ 12 ∈ Z
+, e0 =
[
1
]
∈ X.
The stabilizer subgroup of z0 by SOX is N∆ := {(n, n) | n ∈ N}. Let ξ1 ∈ Wψ(τ1), ξ2 ∈
Wψ−1(τ2) and ξ = ξ1 ⊠ ξ2. Let ϕ ∈ S (X ⊕ X). We choose the Haar measure dh on
H (resp. dn on N∆) such that vol(G2(O) × G2(O)) (resp. vol(N∆(O))) equals 1. Let
dh˙ = dh/dn denote the Haar measure on N∆\H . Consider the function ξϕ on G defined
by
ξϕ(g) =
∫
N∆\SOX
wψ(g, hhg)ϕ(z0)ξ(hhg)dh˙,(7.4)
where hg ∈ H is chosen so that µ(g) = µX(hg). This integral is independent from the
choice of hg, and converges since the function h → ϕ(h
−1 · z0) has a compact support
modulo N∆. By using the above formulas of wψ, one can see that
wψ (n
′(b)n3(∗)z(∗), 1)ϕ(z0) = ψ(b)ϕ(z0),
wψ(n2(b), h)ϕ(z0) = wψ(1, h)ϕ(z0 − ε2 ⊗ be0))
= wψ(1, (n(−b), 1)h)ϕ(z0),
and that ξϕ is a Whittaker function with respect to ψ. Now, let π denote the (generic)
G-module generated by these ξϕ. We will show that there is a G-surjection
Θ(τ∨)→ π.(7.5)
Since the central elements (u, u) ∈ R0 act on S (Z
+) trivially, ξϕ and τ have the same cen-
tral character. Write ω = ωτ = ωπ. By ω and Lemma 2.9 of [B-Z], there is an irreducible
SOX-submodule τ0 of τ and finite subset h1, . . . , hr of representatives for H/F
×SOX such
that τ |SOX = ⊕
r
i=1τi where τi denotes the hi-translation of τ0. For 0 ≤ i ≤ r, let πi
denote the Sp4-module generated by ξϕ for ξ ∈ τi. Let gi ∈ G such that µ(gi) = µX(hi).
By definition, π = ⊕ri=1πi as Sp4-modules, where πi denotes the gi-translation of π0.
Let λi ∈ HomSp4×SOX(wψ,HomC(τi, πi)) denote the mapping ϕ 7→ (ξ 7→ ξϕ). Since
HomC(τi, πi)
K ≃ (τKi )
∗ ⊗ πi ≃ (τ
∗
i )
K ⊗ πi for any open subgroup K ⊂ SOX , λi factors
through a λ′i ∈ HomSp4×SOX(wψ, τ
∨
i ⊗ πi). By (7.1), we have an Sp4-homomorphism
Θψ(τ
∨
i )→ πi, which is surjective by construction. Therefore, πi is admissible, and so is π.
Let λ ∈ HomR0(wψ,HomC(τ, π)) denote the mapping ϕ 7→ (ξ 7→ ξϕ). Then, λ also factors
through a λ′ ∈ HomR0(wψ, τ
∨⊗ π). Since τ∨⊗ π is R-admissible, by Proposition 2.15. of
[B-Z] and Lemma 7.1 i) below, ((τ∨ ⊗ π)∨|R0)
∨ ≃ τ∨ ⊗ π. By the Frobenius reciprocity,
HomR0(wψ, τ
∨ ⊗ π)) ≃ HomR0(wψ, (τ
∨ ⊗ π)∨|R0)
∨)
≃ HomR(Ω, τ
∨ ⊗ π).
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For any ξϕ ∈ π, there exists a ξ
∗ ∈ τ∨ such that λ(ϕ) = ξ∗ ⊗ ξϕ by construction. Let
λ˜ ∈ HomR(Ω, τ
∨ ⊗ π) correspond to λ. By Lemma 7.1 ii), ξ∗ ⊗ ξϕ ∈ Im(λ˜). Since
(τ ⊗ τ∨)H ≃ C, λ˜ induces a surjection (7.5).
For an l-group, let ∆G denote the modulus of G.
Lemma 7.1. Let G be an l-group, and G0 a closed subgroup of G. Let (π, V ) ∈ Alg(G).
Assume that G has a system of neighbourhoods N = {K} of the unit consisting of open
compact subgroups such that V K = V K∩G0. Then
i) (π|G0)
∨ = π∨.
ii) Let ρ ∈ Alg(G0) and λ ∈ HomH((∆G0/∆G)ρ, (π|G0)
∨). Let λ˜ ∈ HomG(ind
G
G0
ρ, π∨)
induced by the Frobenius reciprocity. Then Im(λ) ⊂ Im(λ˜).
If G0⊳G, then for any G0-admissible (π, V ) ∈ Alg(G), there is a system of neighbourhoods
as above.
Proof. i) Let V ∗ denote the dual of V . π|G0 and π have the same dual V
∗. By Lemma
2.14 of [B-Z], (V ∗)K∩G0 = (V K∩G0)∗ = (V K)∗ = (V ∗)K for any K ∈ N . Therefore,
(π|G0)
∨ = ∪K∈N(V
∗)K∩G0 = ∪K∈N(V
∗)K = π∨.
ii) For ξ ∈ ∆ρ, take a K ∈ N so that ξ is K ∩ G0-invariant. Then, λ(ξ) ∈ (V
∗)K∩G0 =
(V K∩G0)∗ = (V K)∗. Let 〈, 〉 denote the natural pairing for V, V ∗. By 2.29 of loc. cit., λ˜ is
given by
〈λ˜(f), v〉 =
∫
G0\G
〈λ(f(g)), π(g)v〉dg, v ∈ V, f ∈ indGG0ρ.
Since ξ is K ∩G0-invariant, we can define fK ∈ ind
G
G0ρ by fK(hk) = ∆G0/∆G(h)ξ(h) for
h ∈ G0, k ∈ K. By definition, fK is K-invariant, and therefore λ˜(fK) lies in (V
∗)K =
(V K)∗. For v ∈ V K ,
〈λ˜(fK), v〉 =
∫
G0\G0K
〈λ(fK(g)), π(g)v〉dg
=
∫
G0\G0K
〈λ(ξ), v〉dg
= vol(G0\G0K)〈λ(ξ), v〉.
Hence λ˜(vol(G0\G0K)
−1fK) = λ(ξ). For the last assertion, let L ⊂ G be an open compact
subgroup. Fix an isomorphism µ : L/L ∩G0 ≃ A for a compact group A. Since π is G0-
admissible, V L∩G0 is finite dimensional. Therefore, there is an open subgroup B ⊂ A
such that V L∩G0 ⊂ V LB for LB := {k ∈ L | µ(k) ∈ B}. Then, LB ∩ G0 = {k ∈ L |
µ(k) = 1} = L ∩ G0, and hence V
LB∩G0 = V LB . Then N := {LB} is the desired system
of neighbourhoods. 
Now, since the generic irreducible θ(τ∨) is the quotient of Θ(τ∨), π has a generic
irreducible quotient isomorphic to θ(τ∨) by (7.5). By (7.2), Θ(τ∨) is of Whittaker type.
Therefore by Proposition 4.2, for any ξ and ϕ, there exists a W ∈ Wψ(θ(τ
∨)) such that
Z(s,W ) = Z(s, ξϕ), and Z(1− s, π
ı(0)W
ı) = Z(1− s, πı(0)(ξϕ)
ı)
up to constant multiples. Of course, if ξϕ is quasi-paramodular, then so is W and
Z(s,W c) = Z(s, ξcϕ). So, for the existence of the newform, we will construct a K1(m; e)-
invariant Whittaker function ξϕ as in Theorem 5.12. Now, fix a ψ with conductor O .
When L is a subgroup of a similitude group, we will denote by L1 the intersection of
L and the isometry group. Let mi ≥ nτi = mτi and K = (K(m1) × K(m2))
1. Let
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m = m1 +m2, l = m− e where e = c(ω). Let ξi be K1(mi)-invariant, and set ξ = ξ1 ⊠ ξ2.
Define ϕ = ϕm1,m2 ∈ S (X ⊕X) by
ϕm1,m2(u⊕ v) = Ch(v;M2(O))×

Ch
(
u;
[
Pm2 O
Pm Pm1
])
if e = 0,
ω(u12)Ch
(
u;
[
P
m2 O
×
P l Pm1
])
if e > 0,
so that (7.6). By using the formulas of wψ, one can see that this Schwartz function is
K1(m; e)
1-invariant. Therefore ξϕ is a quasi-paramodular form of level m. Let
ϕc = wψ(m, (jm1 , jm2))ϕ, ja =
[
−1
̟a
]
ξci (g) = ω
−1(det(g))ξi(gjmi).
Then, the conjugate (ξϕ)
c of ξϕ equals (ξ
c)ϕc . In case of e = 0, ϕ
c = ϕ. In case of e > 0,
ϕc(u⊕ v) =
G(ω, 1)
ω(̟ev12)
Ch
(
u;
[
P
m2 O
P l Pm1
])
Ch
(
v;
[
O P∗−e
O O
])
.
For the computation of the zeta integrals, the following lemma and the Bruhat decomopo-
sition SOX = ⊔w∈WXB
1
XwNX is useful, where WX := {(12, 12), (12, j0), (j0, 12), (j0, j0)} is
the Weyl group of TX .
Lemma 7.2. Let ξ ∈ τ . Let ϕ = ϕ1 ⊗ ϕ2 ∈ S (X ⊕ X). Let K be a open compact
subgroup of SOX such that
ϕ(k−1 · z)τ(k)ξ = ϕ(z)ξ(7.6)
for z ∈ Z+, k ∈ K. Assume that
ϕ1(h
−1 · e0) 6= 0 for h ∈ SOX \B
1
XK
=⇒ ϕ2(h
−1 · (12 − xe0)) = ϕ2(h
−1 · 12) for any x ∈ P
−1.(7.7)
Let S be representatives for the double coset space N∆\B
1
X/B
1
X∩K. Let S
′ be the collection
of b ∈ S such that ϕ(b−1 · z0) = 0, or ϕ2(b
−1 · (12 − xe0)) = ϕ2(b
−1 · 12) for any x ∈ P
−1.
Then, ∫
N∆\SOX
ϕ(h−1 · z0)ξ(h)dh˙ =
volSOX(K)
volN∆(Int(b)K ∩N∆)
∑
b∈S\S′
ξ(b)ϕ(b−1 · z0).(7.8)
Proof. Let h1 ∈ SOX . For x ∈ F ,∫
ϕ(h−1 · z0)ξ(h)dh˙ =
∫
ϕ
(
((n(x), 1)h)−1 · z0
)
ξ((n(x), 1)h)dh˙
=
∫
ϕ
(
h−1 · (e0 ⊕ (12 − xe0))
)
ψ(x)ξ(h)dh˙
=
∫
ϕ1(h
−1 · e0)ϕ2
(
h−1 · (12 − xe0)
)
ψ(x)ξ(h)dh˙,
where integrations are over h˙ in N∆\NXh1K. This integral vanishes, if ϕ2(h
−1
1 · (12 −
xe0)) = ϕ2(h
−1
1 · 12) for any x ∈ P
−1. The definition of S ′ and the condition (7.7) mean
the noncontributions to the integral in (7.8) of the orbits b′K for b′ ∈ S ′ and the orbits
B1XwNXK for w ∈ WX \ {12, 12}, respectively. Now the assertion is obvious. 
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From the definition of ξϕ, it follows that
ξϕ(ai) = q
−2i(ξi)ϕi(1),
where ξi = τ(1, ai)ξ, and
ϕi(u⊕ v) = ϕ ((u⊕ v)ai)
= Ch
(
v;
[
P
−i
O
P−i O
])
×

Ch
(
u;
[
Pm2−i O
Pm−i Pm1
])
if e = 0,
ω(u12)Ch
(
u;
[
Pm2−i O×
P
l−i
P
m1
])
if e > 0.
From the Bruhat decomposition, we obtain
SOX = ⊔w∈WXNXT
1
XwNwKi,(7.9)
where Ki = Int((1, ai))K, and
Nw =

{(1, 1)} if w = (12, 12),
{(n(b1), 1) | b1 ∈ P
1−m1} if w = (j0, 12),
{(1, n(b2)) | b2 ∈ P
1−m2+i} if w = (12, j0),
{(n(b1), n(b2)) | b1 ∈ P
1−m1 , b2 ∈ P
1−m2+i} if w = (j0, j0).
If h lies in the orbit NXT
1
XwNw with w 6= (12, 12), then h
−1 · e0 is one of the following
forms [
−b1̟
s
̟s
]
,
[
−̟s −b2̟
s
]
,
[
−b2̟
s −b1b2̟
s
̟s b1̟
s
]
(s ∈ Z).
Now, it is easy to see that (7.7) holds for ϕi. Let S = {h = (̟
rn(x)as, at) | s + 2r =
−t, x ∈ F/Ps}. Then, S is the representatives for N∆\B
1
X/B
1
X ∩Ki, and
h−1 · z0 =
[
̟r
]
⊕
[
̟−s−r −̟rx
̟s+r
]
, h ∈ S.
Therefore, S \ S ′ in Lemma 7.2 consists of (̟rn(x)as, at) with r = 0, 0 ≤ s = −t ≤ i, x ∈
O/Ps, and
ξϕ(ai) = q
−ivol(K)
i∑
l=0
ξ1(al)ξ2(ai−l).(7.10)
By a similar computation and the identity G(ω, 1)G(ω−1, 1) = q−e when e > 0,
ξcϕ(ai) = q
−i−evol(K)
i∑
l=0
ξc1(al)ξ
c
2(ai−l).(7.11)
Theorem 7.3. Let τ1, τ2 ∈ Irr
gn(G2), and let ni = nτi(= mτi). Let π = θ(τ
∨
1 ⊠ τ
∨
2 ) ∈
Irrgn(G). Let r ≥ 0. Then π has a quasi-paramodular form W of level n1 + n2 + r, such
that
(ε′π)
−1Z(1− s,W c)
L(1 − s, τ∨1 )L(1 − s, τ
∨
2 )
=
q−r(s−
1
2
)Z(s,W )
L(s, τ1)L(s, τ2)
= 1.
In particular, mπ = n
′
π = n1 + n2, and ε
′
π = ετ1ετ2, and V (mπ) is spanned by this W .
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Proof. Set ϕ = ϕn1,r+n2 and ξ1 = W1, ξ2 = τ2(ar)W2, where Wi ∈ τi are the newforms.
Then, Z0(s, ξ1) = L(s, τ1), Z0(s, ξ2) = q
−r(s− 1
2
)L(s, τ2), and Z0(s, ξ
c
i ) = ετiL(s, τ
∨
i ) for
i = 1, 2. By (7.3), (7.10), (7.11), and these identities, W = ξϕ has the desired property.
The last assertion follows from Theorem 5.12. 
By the proof of Corollary 6.9,
Corollary 7.4. With the assumption as in the theorem, assume that c(ωπ) > 0 addition-
ally. Then, there exists a W− ∈ V −(mπ + r) such that
ε−1π Z(1− s,W
−c)
L(1− s, τ∨1 )L(1 − s, τ
∨
2 )
=
q−r(s−
1
2
)Ξ(s,W−)
L(s, τ1)L(s, τ2)
= G(ωπ, 1).
By the work of [G-T], the L-parameter φπ : WDF → GSp(4,C) of π = θ(τ
∨
1 ⊠ τ
∨
2 ) is
φτ1 ⊕ φτ2. Hence,
Corollary 7.5. With the assumption as in the theorem, L(s, π) = L(s, φπ) and ε(s, π, ψ) =
ε(s, φπ, ψ).
8. Construction of newform for GL(4)
W. T. Gan and S. Takeda [G-T] showed the Langlands correspondence for G, compar-
ing the representations of G and those of G4 by the local θ-correspondence for G and
GSO(3, 3) ≃ G4 × F
×/{(z, z−2) | z ∈ F×}. In particular, for π ∈ Irr(G), the Langlands
parameter φπ coincides with that of the local θ-lift of π to G4. In this section, to show
the the coincidences n′π = nπ and ε
′
π = επ, we will observe the local θ-lift. Let U = F
4.
In this section, let X = ∧2U , which is 6-dimensional. The bilinear form on X defined by
x∧x′ is symmetric, non-degenerate and splits, where we idenitify X∧X with F naturally.
Letting G4 × F
× and GSOX := ker(µ
−3
X det) act on U and X from the left, respectively,
we have an isomorphism
Ia : G4 × F
×/{(z, z−2) | z ∈ F×} ≃ GSOX.
Let {u1, u2, u3, u4} be the standard basis of U , and set
X+ = Span{e1, e2, e3}; e1 = u2 ∧ u3, e2 = u3 ∧ u1, e3 = u1 ∧ u2,
X− = Span{e−1, e−2, e−3}; e−1 = u1 ∧ u4, e−2 = u2 ∧ u4, e−3 = u3 ∧ u4.
We will write the elements ofGSOX as matrices according to the basis {e3, e2, e1, e−1, e−2, e−3}.
Then the isomorphism Ia respects the transpose and sends
P4 ∋
[
g s
1
]
7−→
[
13 b(s)
13
] [
w3
tg−1w3
g
]
∈ GSOX ,
where g is an element of G3, and
b(s) = b(
s1s2
s3
) =
 s2 −s1−s3 s1
s3 −s2
 .
Let Z± = X± ⊗ Y ≃ Y ⊕ Y ⊕ Y , and identify Z+ with M3×4(F ) via the mapping:
z =
∑
ei ⊗ yi ←→
y1y2
y3
 ∈M3×4(F ).
For z =
∑
i ei⊗ yi, z
′ =
∑
i ei⊗ y
′
i ∈ Z
+, we write 〈z, z′〉 = (〈yi, y
′
jj(−w2)〉) ∈M3(F ). For
Φ ∈ S (Z+), let Φ♯ denote the Fourier transform defined by Φ♯(z) =
∫
Z+
ψ−1(Tr(〈z′, z〉))Φ(z′)dz
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where dz is chosen so that (Φ♯)♯(z) = Φ(−z). Let G act on Y from the right. In this sec-
tion, we use the Weil representation wψ−1 of Sp4×OX realized on the space S (M3×4(F ))
with the following transformation formulas.
wψ−1(g, 1)Φ(z) = Φ(zg), g ∈ Sp(4),
wψ−1(1,
[
w3
ta−1w3
a
]
)Φ(z) = | det(a)|2Φ(a−1z),
wψ−1(1,
[
1 b(s)
1
]
)Φ(z) = ψ−1(
1
2
Tr (〈z, z〉w3b(s)))Φ(z)
= ψ(s1〈y2, y3〉+ s2〈y3, y1〉+ s3〈y1, y2〉)Φ(z),
wψ−1(14, j(−w3))Φ(z) = Φ
♯(z).
Let R = G×GSOX , and R0 = ker(µ
−1µX) ⊂ R. We extend wψ−1 to R0 via
wψ−1(g, h)Φ(z) = |µ(g)|
−3wψ−1(1, h1)Φ(zg)
so that the central elements (u, u) act on trivially, where
h1 = h
[
µ(g)−113
13
]
∈ SOX .
Let {ε1, ε2, ε−2, ε−1} denote the standard basis of Y . Set
z0 = ε2 ⊗ e1 + ε−2 ⊗ e2 + ε−1 ⊗ e3 = [0, 13] ∈M3×4(F ).
Let dg, dz be Haar measures on Sp4, and Z
J , respectively. We choose dz such that
vol(ZJ(O)) = 1. Let dg˙ = dg/dz denote the Haar measure on ZJ\Sp4. Let π ∈ Irr
gn(G).
For W ∈ Wψ(π), and Φ ∈ S (M3×4(F )), we define a function WΦ on G4 by
WΦ(h) =
∫
ZJ\Sp4
wψ−1(g1gh, h)Φ(z0)W (g1gh)dg˙,
where gh is an element in G such that µ(gh) = det(h). By the above formulas of wψ−1 ,
for n ∈ N ⊂ G4,
wψ−1(1, n)Φ(z0) = ψ(n34)Φ (z0n2(−n23)n3(−n13)n(−n12)) ,
from which one can find that WΦ is a Whittaker function on G4 with respect to ψ. Let
Π be the G4-module generated by these WΦ. Since the central elements (u, u) ∈ R0 act
on S (M3×4(F )) trivially, ωΠ = ω
2
π. Define the big theta Θ(π) and the small theta θ(π),
similar to the previous section. By the work of [G-T2], π˜ := θ(π∨) is generic. By the
similar argument, and the proof of Lemma 2.10 of [J-PS-S3], instead of Proposition 4.2,
for any W ∈ π and Φ ∈ S (M3×4(F )), there exists a W˜ ∈ Wψ(π˜), such that
Z2(s, W˜ ) = Z2(s,WΦ), and Z0(1− s, W˜
ı) = Z0(1− s, (WΦ)
ı).
Now we will construct a K1(m)-invariant WΦ using W ∈ V (m) for m ≥ 2e where e =
c(ωπ). Set
Lm =
Pm O O OPm O O O
P
m
O O O
 ,
which is a K(m)-invariant lattice. According to e, we define Φm ∈ S (M3×4(F )) by
Φm(z) =
{
Ch(Lm) if e = 0
ωπ(det(zˇ))Ch(am−eG3(O); zˇ)Ch(M3×1(O); z4) if e > 0
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where z4 and zˇ indicate the the right M3×1-part and the left M3×3-part of z, respectively.
Note that the support of Φm is contained in Lm−e. Let W ∈ V (m). By the formulas of
wψ−1 and definition, for k ∈ K1(m) ∩ SL4 and k
′ ∈ K1(m; e)
1,
wψ−1(k
′, k)Φ(z)π(k′)W = Φ(z)W,(8.1)
andWΦ isK1(m)-invariant. We will computeWΦ(ar). By definition,WΦ(ar) = q
−r(W (r))Φ(r)(1),
where
W (r) = π(ar)W, and Φ
(r)(z) = Φ(a−rzar).
(Computation for WΦ(ar) in the case of e = 0). Let K = Int(ar)K(m). Let
W′ = {1, w♮2, 0, j(w2)}. For w ∈W
′, let Nw be the following finite subset of N:
Nw =

1 if w = 1,
{n2(̟
i)}, 1−m ≤ i ≤ 0 if w = w♮2,
{n3(̟
h)}, 1 + r −m ≤ h ≤ r − 1 if w = 0,
{n2(̟
i)n3(̟
h)} r −m− h < i < h− r ≤ −1, if w = j(w2).
Then, wn with w ∈ W′,n ∈ Nw are representatives for B
1\Sp4/K
1 (c.f. Proposition
5.1.2 of [R-S]). Therefore, we may write for representatives for ZJ\Sp4/K
1 of the form of
g = n2(−x)n3(y)n
′(z)t(α, β)wn with n ∈ Nw. By (8.1),∫
ZJ\Sp4
Φ(r)m (z0g)W
(r)(g)dg = q−mvol(K1)
∑
w∈W′
∫
ZJ\B1wNw
Φ(r)m (z0g)W
(r)(g)dg
where
Φ(r)m = Ch(
 Pm O Pr PrPm−r P−r O O
Pm−r P−r O O
).
Now we observe the integral
∫
ZJ\B1wNw
...dg. In case of w = w♮2,
z0g =
β β̟i α−1y β−1z + α−1̟iy0 0 α−1x β−1 + α−1̟ix
0 0 α−1 α−1̟i
 .
If the (2, 3)-coefficient α−1x lies in O , and the (1, 1)-coefficient β lies in Pm, then α−1̟ix
lies in P1−m, and the (2, 4)-coefficient (β−1 + α−1̟ix) has order ≤ −m and is not in O .
Hence, Φ(z0g) is 0, and so is the integral. In case of w = 0,
z0g =
β−1z α−1y β−1̟hz β + α−1̟hyβ−1 α−1x β−1̟h α−1̟hx
0 α−1 0 α−1̟h
 .
If the (1, 2)-coefficient α−1y lies in O , and the (2, 1)-coefficient β−1 lies in Pm−r, then
α−1̟hy lies in P1−m+r, and the (1, 4)-coefficient (β + α−1̟hy) has order ≤ r −m, and
is not in Pr. Hence, Φ(z0g) is 0, and so is the integral. In case of w = j(w2),
z0g =
α−1y β−1z + α−1̟iy β + α−1̟hy β̟i + β−1̟hzα−1x β−1 + α−1̟ix α−1̟hx β−1̟h
α−1 α−1̟i α−1̟h 0
 .
If the (1, 1)-coefficient α−1y lies in Pm, and the (2, 4)-coefficient β−1̟h lies in O , then
α−1̟hy lies in Pm+h, and β−1 lies in P−h, and therefore, the (1, 3)-coefficient β+α−1̟hy
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has order ≤ h and is not in Pr. Hence, Φ(z0g) is 0, and so is the integral. In case of
w = 1,
z0g =
0 β β−1z α−1y0 0 β−1 α−1x
0 0 0 α−1
 .(8.2)
From the (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4)-coefficients, it follows that Φ(z0g) = 0 unless β ∈ O
×, α−1 ∈
O . By Lemma 2.2, W (r)(t(α, β)) = 0 if α 6∈ O . Therefore Φ
(r)
m (z0g)W
(r)(g) = 0 unless
g ∈ ZJK1, and
WΦ(ar) = q
−mvol(K)W (ar).(8.3)
(Computation for WΦ(ar) in the case of e > 0). Let l = m − e. Noting that
supp(Φm) ⊂ Ll, we find that Φ(z0g) = 0 unless g ∈ B
1Int(ar)K(l)
1 by the above com-
putation. Therefore, we may assume that g ∈ ZJ\B1/Int(ar)K(m; e)
1 is of the form of
n2(x)n3(y)n
′(z)t(α, β)j′′l−r or n2(x)n3(y)n
′(z)t(α, β)z¯(µ) with µ ∈ P l−r+1. If g is of the
latter form, then
z0g =
µα−1y β β−1z α−1yµα−1x 0 β−1 α−1x
µα−1 0 0 α−1
 .
Assume Φ(z0g) 6= 0. From the (1, 2), (2, 3)-coefficients, β ∈ O
×. From the (3, 4)-
coefficient, α−1 ∈ O , and therefore µα−1 ∈ P l−r+1. But, det( ˇz0g) = µα
−1 ∈ P∗(l−r)
by the definition of Φωm. Hence, we may assume g is of the first form. Then
z0g =
̟l−rα−1y β β−1z 0̟l−rα−1x 0 β−1 0
̟l−rα−1 0 0 0
 ,
and it is easy to see that WΦ(ar) = q
−lvol(K(m; e)1)W (arj
′′
l ) = q
−lvol(K(m; e)1)W−(ar)
(W− is defined at (6.13)). We have showed:
Proposition 8.1. With notations as above, if W ∈ V (m), then
Z0(s,WΦ) = q
e−mvol(K(m; e)1)Z(s,W−).
(Computation for WΦ(w4amw1,3)). By (2.4),
WΦ(w4am
[
1
w3
]
) = ω2π(−1)WΦ(
[
13
̟m
]
w4
[
1
w3
] [
w3
1
]−1 12
−1
)
= WΦ(
[
13
̟m
] [
w2
w2
]−1 12
−1
).
The isomorphism Ia sends[
13
̟m
] [
w2
w2
]−1 12
−1
 7→ [13
̟m13
]1 w4
1
 =: um.
Set
Φc = wψ−1(m, um)Φ.
By definition of WΦ, WΦ(w4amw1,3) = (π(m)W )Φc(1).
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Lemma 8.2. With the notations as above, we have the followings.
i) In the case of e = 0,
Φcm = Ch(
Pm O O OPm O O O
Pm Pm Pm O
).
ii) In the case of e > 0, the support supp(Φcm) is contained in the latticeP l O O P−eP l O O P−e
Pm Pm P l O
 .
If
u ∈
 Pm P e O OPm P e O O
Pm+e Pm Pm P e
 ,
then Φcm(z + u) = Φ
c
m(z).
Proof. Suppose that Φ ∈ S (Z+) is of the form of φ1 ⊗ φ2 ⊗ φ3 with φr ∈ S (Y ⊗ er).
Since
(m, um) = (1, u0)(m,

1
̟m12
12
̟m
),
by the formulas of wψ−1 ,
Φc = (m · φ1)
♯ ⊗ (m · φ2)
♯ ⊗ (̟−mm · φ3),
where g · φ is defined by g · φ(z) = φ(zg), and φ♯ is the Fourier transform defined by
φ♯(y) =
∫
Y
ψ−1(〈y, y′j(−w2)〉)φ(y
′)dy where dy is chosen so that (φ♯)♯(y) = φ(−y). Now,
i) is a direct calculation. For ii), we write Φm =
∑
i φ
i
1 ⊗ φ
i
2 ⊗ φ
i
3 so that
supp(φir) ⊂ Lˇ⊕ L4 := [P
l,O ,O , 0]⊕ [0, 0, 0,O ],
φir(y + u) = φ
i
r(y) for u ∈ ̟
eLˇ⊕ L4.
Then,
supp(m · φ
i
r) ⊂ Lˇ
′ ⊕ L′4 := [O , 0,P
−e,P−m]⊕ [0,O , 0, 0],
m · φ
i
r(y + u) = m · φ
i
r(y) for u ∈ ̟
eLˇ′ ⊕ L′4,
and
supp((m · φ
i
r)
♯) ⊂ Lˇ′′ ⊕ L′′4 := [P
l,O , 0,P−e]⊕ [0, 0,O , 0],
(m · φ
i
r)
♯(y + u) = (m · φ
i
r)
♯(y) for u ∈ ̟eLˇ′′ ⊕ L′′4.
From this, ii) follows. 
At the computation for WΦ(am) in the case of e = 0, we do not use the third row of
z0g for the condition Φm(z0g) 6= 0. Therefore, by Lemma 8.2 i), the same argument can
be applied for Φcm, and we have WΦ(w4amw1,3) 6= 0.
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Let e > 0. By Lemma 8.2 ii), supp(Φcm) is contained in the lattice
Ll · a−e =
P l O P−e P−eP l O P−e P−e
P
l
O P
−e
P
−e
 ,
which is Int(a−e)K(l)-invariant. By the above argument for the case of e = 0,
Φcm(z0g) = 0, unless g ∈ B
1Int(a−e)K(l)
1.
Therefore, since Int(a−e)K(l) ⊃ K
c(m; e), we may assume that g ∈ ZJ\Sp4/K
c(m; e)1
is written of the form of n2(−x)n3(y)n
′(u)t(α, β)j′(1)n′(̟i) or n2(−x)n3(y)n
′(u)t(α, β).
Assume that g is of the former form. Then,
z0g =
0 β−1z α−1y −β +̟iβ−1z0 0 α−1 0
0 β−1 α−1x ̟iβ−1
 .
By Lemma 8.2 ii), for the condition Φ(z0g) 6= 0, we need the (3, 2)-coefficient β
−1 ∈ Pm.
Then, Φ(z0gn
′(u)) = Φ(z0g) for u ∈ P
e−m. Therefore, the integration
∫
ZJ\{g}
Φ(z0g)W
c(g)dg
over the set of the former forms vanishes. Hence, we may assume that g is of the latter
form. By (8.2), and Lemma 8.2,
WΦ(w4amw1,3) = cmΦ
c
m(z0)W
c(1),(8.4)
where cm is a constant depending only on Φ
c
m.
Lemma 8.3. In case of e > 0,
cmΦ
c
m(z0) = G(ωπ, 1).(8.5)
Proof. There exist principal series τ1, τ2 ∈ Irr
gn(G2) such that ωτ1 = ωτ2 = ω and nτ1 =
nτ2 = e. Let π = θ(τ
∨
1 ⊠ τ
∨
2 ), and Π = θ(π
∨). By [G-T], the L-parameter of Π is
φτ1 ⊕ φτ2. By Corollary 7.5, L(s,Π) = L(s, π). Let r ≥ 0. Let W ∈ Wψ(π) be quasi-
paramodular of level 2e + r be as in Theorem 7.3. Let Φ = Φ2e+r. By Proposition 8.1,
Z0(s,WΦ) = q
−r(s− 1
2
)G(ω, 1)L(s,Π). By the functional equation (2.3),
Z0(1− s,Π
ı(a−2e−r)(WΦ)
ı) = ε′πG(ωπ, 1)L(1− s,Π
ı).
Comparing the constant terms of both sides, we obtain the assertion from (8.4). 
Now, we prove the coincidences L(s, φπ) = L(s, π) and ε(s, φπ, ψ) = ε(s, π, ψ). We
have showed this for generic constituents of Borel and Siegel parabolic inductions in the
previous section. Hence, we may assume L(s, π) = 1. Let π˜ = θ(π∨). If we write
L(s, π˜)−1 =
∏d
i=1(1 − αiq
−s) by some αi ∈ C, then L(1 − s, π˜
ı)−1 =
∏d
i=1(1 − α
−1
i q
s−1)
(recall that π˜ı is equivalent to π˜∨). By the above argument, ε′πG(ωπ, 1) is the constant
term of Z0(1− s, π˜
ı(a−mπ)(WΦ)
ı). From Theorem 2.3, 6.1, the functional equations, and
the above argument, it follows that
Z0(1− s, π˜
ı(a−mπ)(WΦ)
ı)
L(1− s, π˜ı)
= q(mπ−mπ˜)(s−
1
2
) επ˜G(ωπ, 1)
L(s, π˜)
.
Comparing zeros of these polynomials in C[X,X−1] with X = qs, we conclude that
{αi}
d
i=1 = {qαi}
d
i=1 as sets. Hence, L(s, π˜) = L(1 − s, π˜
ı) = 1. Therefore, L(s, φπ) =
L(s, π˜) = L(s, π). Now, the zeta integral Z0(1−s, π˜
ı(a−mπ)(WΦ)
ı) is constant, and equals
ε′πG(ωπ, 1). Thus, mπ = mπ˜, ε
′
π = επ = επ˜, and ε(s, φπ, ψ) = ε(s, π, ψ). This completes
the proof.
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